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Iran-India banking mechanism to
start operation in few days: envoy
E C O N O M Y TEHRAN — The
d
e
s
k banking mechanism
between Iran and India is ready for operation, Indian Ambassador to Iran Saurabh
Kumar announced, saying that banking
and trade activities will be started between
the two sides in the next few days.
The Indian envoy made the remarks in
a meeting with Central Bank of Iran (CBI)
Governor Abdolnaser Hemmati in Tehran

on Monday evening, CBI website published.
During the meeting, the two sides investigated the current status of banking
and trade ties between Iran and India.
Facilitation of banking transactions
between the two countries and India’s
investment making in Iran’s southeastern port of Chabahar were the top issues
discussed between the CBI governor and
the Indian ambassador.

MBS after escaping criticism by
removing al-Jubeir: senior MP
P O L I T I C S TEHRAN — Chaird
e
s
k man of the Iranian
Parliament National Security and Foreign
Policy Committee has said Saudi Crown
Prince Mohammad bin Salman, known
as MBS, has tried to escape criticism by
changing the kingdom’s foreign minister.
“However, day by day the actions of the
crown prince become more questionable
than before,” said Heshmatollah Fala-

hatpisheh, ISNA reported on Tuesday.
Falahatpisheh said the recent developments in Yemen and murder of journalist Jamal Khashoggi have harmed Saudi
Arabia’s stability, security and political
status, adding that bin Salman is to blame
for these issues.
He further said the world is worried
about the emergence of another Saddam
Hussein.

International rights groups denounce
Bahrain ruling on Rajab’s jail sentence

president.ir

Prominent human rights organizations
have denounced a ruling by Bahrain’s top
court that upheld a five-year jail term for
prominent human rights activist Nabeel
Rajab, with Amnesty International describing the verdict as “utterly outrageous.”
The Court of Cassation, whose verdicts
are final, on Monday rejected Rajab’s appeal
and upheld his prison sentence over tweets

Hanif Ghaffari
Political analyst

The government
shutdown: Another
Trumped-Up
problem

D

onald Trump has recently threatened
to close the U.S. southern border
with Mexico entirely if devoting
the sum for building a wall there is not
accepted.
The increasing threats were announced
seven days after the government shutdown.
Trump is still demanding billions of dollars
in federal spending for wall construction
along the U.S.-Mexico border.
“We will be forced to close the Southern Border entirely if the Obstructionist
Democrats do not give us the money to
finish the Wall & also change the ridiculous immigration laws that our Country
is saddled with,” Trump said on Twitter.
“The United States looses [sic] soooo
much money on Trade with Mexico under
NAFTA, over 75 Billion Dollars a year (not
including Drug Money which would be
many times that amount), that I would
consider closing the Southern Border a
‘profit making operation,’” Trump said.
“Either we build (finish) the Wall or we
close the Border.”
Last week, many government agencies
were shut down in the United States. That
was due to their funding being expired as
a result of Trump’s decision.
About 800,000 of federal workers who
have been furloughed or forced to work without pay were most directly victimized by the
political play-acting between the Trump
White House and the Democratic Party over
the U.S. President’s demand for a border
wall. The U.S. President emphasized that
he would not accept an extension unless it
contained $5bn for his border wall.
The circumstances are turbulent inside the country. Sara Sanders, the White
House press secretary, has accordingly
said; “They’ve (American Democrats) left
the table altogether, so of course we’re far
apart, because they’re unwilling to actually
do something to help protect our borders.”
The immediate effect of the government
shutdown is on furloughed government
employees and Americans who depend
on suspended services. As the shutdown
continues, agencies use up saved funds,
and more services start to close. If the
shutdown continues beyond two weeks,
it will affect economic growth.
7

We need to understand religious communities with their religious character: Philpott

EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW
By Javad Heirannia

TEHRAN — Daniel Philpott, a Professor of Political Science at the University of Notre Dame,
says there are many valid methodologies for
studying religion in international affairs and
this includes empirical theory.
Author of “Religious Freedom in Islam” adds
“the leading theories of international relations
over the past few centuries -- realism and liberalism -- do not account well for the influence
of religion in global politics.”
“We need theories, then, that understand
religious communities with respect to their religious character and not simply characterize
them as “non-state actors who pursue rational
ends” or some generic, empty description like

this”, Professor Philpott said the Tehran Times.
He also says “I do not think that there is a
religious theory of international relations in
general but I do think that we can make progress in developing explanations of how religion
influences international relations.”
When did the religious issues has been a
matter of great in Theorizing of International
Relations?
A: The study of religion in international
relations gained momentum in the early 2000s
and has become a small subfield within the
discipline (in the West). Samuel Huntington’s
book Clash of Civilizations of 1996 gained great
notoriety, and, to be sure controversy, around
the world. Whatever one thinks of his thesis,
it woke people up -- and I mean both scholars

and the general public -- to the importance
of religion in global affairs. I was part of a
working group of scholars that Huntington
helped to lead that sought to give momentum
to the study of religion in international affairs
in 2000. We applied for a grant from a Harvard
institute for international relations scholarship that year but did not succeed in winning
it. Then, the attacks of September 11, 2001
came and nobody could dispute credibly any
longer that religion was important in global
politics we applied for the grant again and this
time received it. By then, people were ready
to recognize that there was something wrong
with the secularization thesis, which had held
that religion has disappeared from political
affairs.
7

India exempts rupee payments for Iran oil from hefty taxes
India’s finance ministry has exempted rupee
payments made to the National Iranian Oil Co
(NIOC) for crude oil imports from a steep withholding tax, according to a government order
reviewed by Reuters.
The exemption, put in place December 28
but backdated to November 5, will allow Indian
refiners to settle about $1.5 billion of outstanding
payments to NIOC. Those have been building
up since Tehran was put under stringent U.S.
sanctions in early November.
The two countries on Nov. 2 signed a bilateral
agreement to settle oil trades through an Indian government-owned bank, UCO Bank, in the
Indian currency, which is not freely traded on
international markets.
However, the income of a foreign company

that is deposited in an Indian bank account is
subject to a withholding tax of 40 percent plus
other levies, leading to a total take by the authorities of 42.5 percent.
That made the agreement unworkable for
Iran and led to the freeze in payments by the
refiners until the exemption could be introduced.
Iran will be able to use the rupee funds for
a range of expenses - including imports from
India, the cost of its missions in the country,
direct investment in Indian projects, and its financing of Iranian students in India, according
to another government document reviewed by
Reuters. It can also invest the funds in Indian
government debt securities.

Payments to start soon

The tax exemption order, though, only refers

to crude oil. That means it does not apply to
imports of other commodities, such as fertilizer,
liquefied petroleum gas and wax.
India, Iran’s top oil client after China, has
turned to paying for Iranian oil in rupees as major
banking channels dealing in global currencies
are closed off by the U.S. sanctions.
“Passing of this notification eases constraints
for Indian refiners to make payment,” said Sanjay
Sudhir, joint Secretary in India’s oil ministry.
An official from India’s top refiner and Iran’s
top customer in the country, Indian Oil Corp,
said his company would start making payments
to Iran from January. The finance ministry did
not respond to a request for comment. Indian
Oil Corp and UCO Bank also did not respond.
(Source: Reuters)

ICT minister
inaugurates
NIN kernel
development
plan
Tehran Times/ Mohammadreza Abbasi

ARTICLE

deemed critical of the Manama regime and
the deadly Saudi-led war against Yemen.
“Nabeel Rajab’s conviction for his refusal
to stay silent on the government’s rights
abuses is further proof of the Bahrain authorities’ flagrant disregard for human
rights,” said Lama Fakih, deputy Middle
East director of New York-based Human
Rights Watch. 1 3

TECHNOLOGY TEHRAN – Inford
e
s
k mation and Communication Technology Minister Mohammad
Javad Azari Jahromi inaugurated the kernel
development plan for the National Information Network (NIN) during a ceremony
in Tehran on Tuesday.
By the end of the current Iranian calendar year (March 20), Iran is projected
to be equipped with an international internet exchange point (IX or IXP), which
will provide services at global prices, the
minister said.

R E P O R T
Ehsan Kiankhah
PhD in cyber strategic
management

Cyber governance,
concept and
necessity

C

yberspace is a place for recreation,
entertainment, marketing and interaction. Cyberspace becomes the
main concern of people everywhere in any
position from personal usage to political
decisions.
In fact, the world is changing and distances are shortened and the cyberspace
as an attractive place with extraordinary
facilities and its rapid changes leads to
passive affirmative and negative decisions.
Unfortunately, the conformity of cyberspace and its exciting services with
present and future national interest and
foreign marketing, which is now possible
with less effort and more profit, is done
without any holistic approach.
The general orientation at the back stage
of the fanciful cyberspace, reminds us the
story of “The Wizard of Oz” where, a deceitful
emerald city which was in fact is a usual
place, in which wear green tinted spectacles
in order to see a perfect beautiful place.
The blight of cyberspace, with its global coverage, is spreading the illusion of
perfectness and being overtop worldwide.
The cyberspace with all of its good characteristics, which leads to accelerating
the life quality of people, is like a dirty
dishware, which turns any medicine turn
into a poison. The necessity of finding the
appropriate governance with expediency of
country is wise and rational, as in Europe,
many countries yearn for the Internet of
Trust for innovative governance.
In fact, the governance means the action or manner of governing a state or an
organization and the government is the
system or group of people governing an
organized community, often a state. The
term governance implies a collection of
processes which leads to certain politics
and processes with power, authority and
influence. The governance is for control
and guidance and is connected with rule
creation and recreation, social norms and
structured measures.
On the other side, the governance demands to be adjusted and in the way of a
certain goal. For example the corporate
governance balances the interests of a
company’s many stakeholders and the
board of directors in order to reach the
ultimate profit and sustainable value for
shareholders. 1 0
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P O L I T I C S
MEDIA HIGHLIGHTS
Iranians hold
unified stance
against Israel

P O L I T I C S TEHRAN — A unified, unchangeable
d
e
s
k stance exists in Iran regarding the Zionist
regime and the Palestinian cause, the Foreign Ministry
spokesman says.
Pointing to a recent visit to Tehran by Islamic Jihad leader
Zayyad Al-Nakhala, Bahram Qassemi told ISNA on Tuesday
that Iran attaches special attention to Palestine and therefore
is in constant contact with Palestinian resistance groups.
The diplomat also expressed regret that some Islamic
countries remain indifferent to the Palestinian issue and the
crimes of the Israeli regime against the Palestinian nation.
He said the United States and Israel have been trying
to occupy the attention of Islamic countries by issues in
Libya, Syria, and Yemen in order to divert their attention
from Palestine.

Guardian
Council:
Problems with
CFT still in place
P O L I T I C S TEHRAN — The oversight Guardian
d
e
s
k Council says despite a recent amendment
to the parliamentary bill to join the treaty on Combating the
Financing of Terrorism (CFT) - a series of standards set by
the FATF – problems are still in place.
In a recent letter to Parliament Speaker Ali Larijani, Guardian Council spokesman Abbasali Kadkhodaei said a majority
of the bill’s items that are contrary to the Constitution and
religious rules have not been resolved in the amendment
yet, according to Tasnim.
Back on October 7, the parliament had approved the bill
on Iran’s accession to the CFT.
Later, Kadkhodaei said that the council had examined
the bill and noticed that there are some problems and ambiguities with the bill, sending it back to the parliament.

Bahonar: Principlists
unifying for 2020
parliamentary
elections

JANUARY 2, 2019

Sanctions are a
‘cowardly approach’
toward Iran:
Cambridge professor
P O L I T I C S TEHRAN — A profesd
e
s
k sor of political science at
the University of Cambridge has strongly
criticized the U.S. sanctions against Iran,
calling the sanctions a “cowardly approach”
toward the Islamic Republic.
In an interview with ILNA published
on Tuesday, John Dunn said the United
States is only pursuing its own interests
by imposing sanctions on Tehran.
Dunn emphasized that the U.S. sanctions
have affected the lives of ordinary people,
saying all people should be able to live in peace,
as opposed to such “harsh environment”.
“It does not matter whether you are
Iranian or American, as a human being
you have the right to live in peace, and this
right should not be taken from anyone,”
the professor remarked.
On the future of U.S.-Iran relations, he

said everything is possible, including war,
but “Trump is not that crazy to do that.”
“But do not forget that he is always
unpredictable,” he warned.
Asked about the establishment of the
special purpose vehicle (SPV), a European
mechanism designed to conduct banking
transactions with Iran, Dunn said, “I am
very optimistic about the relations between
Iran and Europe, and I’m hopeful about
this mechanism.”
While Americans seek to harm the Iranian economy, he continued, Europeans
stand firmly besides Iran and confront
the United States.
“They are looking for banks and institutions
to continue their relationship with Iran.”
He further emphasized that in order to
maintain business relations with Iran, the
EU is opposing the U.S. and defending Iran.

Iran’s anti-terror measures praiseworthy: Foreign Ministry spokesman

P O L I T I C S TEHRAN — Foreign Ministry spokesd
e
s
k man Bahram Qassemi says Iran’s anti-terror measures are praiseworthy.
Qassemi made the remark in an end-of-the-year interview with Mehr news agency published on Tuesday.
He also said that countries in the Middle East region
could not solve their problems without Iran’s help.
“Iran has had a successful performance in fighting
terrorism, stabilizing the region and preventing intensification of hostilities, but other countries cannot or
do not want to announce their position in this respect
because of their policies,” he stated.
“However,” Qassemi added, “they know that the region
could not overcome problems without Iran’s help.”
He described Iran as forerunner in establishing peace

and stability in the region.
Iran rushed to the help of Iraq and Syria in the fight
against Daesh (ISIL) which had occupied large swathes
of territories in the two neighboring countries.
Qassemi said Iran played an “advisory” role against
terrorists in Syria and Iraq and this was made upon a
request by the Baghdad and Damascus governments.
“Iran’s advisory presence will be continued as long
as terrorism exists and the other governments asks us
[for help]. Iran will stand beside them [the regional
countries] until the terrorists are annihilated and the
people live in peace. So, Iran’s presence depends on
their request,” he stated.
He added that security in Iran is linked with security
in other countries in the region.

Elsewhere, Qassemi said Iran’s principled policy is
non-interference in other countries’ affairs and not allowing any country to interfere in its internal affairs.
‘U.S. psychological warfare is doomed to
failure’
Qassemi also said that the U.S. psychological warfare
against Iran is doomed to failure.
The U.S. seeks to make Iran surrender through telling lies and exerting pressure on Tehran, the Foreign
Ministry official remarked.
President Donald Trump withdrew the U.S. unilaterally
from the 2015 nuclear deal in May and ordered sanctions
against Iran. The first round of sanctions went into force
on August 6 and the second round, which targets Iran’s oil
exports and banks, were snapped back on November 4.

Rouhani praises Armenian-Iranians’ patriotism

Political wisdom evaporating in U.S.: general

P O L I T I C S TEHRAN — President
d
e
s
k Hassan Rouhani said
on Monday that Armenian-Iranians
have practiced altruism and devoted
their lives to the country which is really
praiseworthy.
“Our Armenian fellow countrymen
have practiced altruism along with
Muslims, and today they are ready for
altruism and this is very praiseworthy,”
Rouhani said as he visited the family of
an Iranian Armenian who lost their son
in defending the country.
The visit to the Alfred Gabri family
took place on the New Year’s Eve, where
Rouhani congratulated the family of the
martyr on the new Christian year.

P O L I T I C S TEHRAN — Brigad
e
s
k dier General Hossein
Salami, the Islamic Revolution Guards
Corps second-in-command, said on Tuesday that lack of political wisdom in the
U.S. can be easily noticed.
“We are witnessing wane of political
wisdom in the U.S. and lack of wisdom in the
country,” Salami said during a ceremony.
He added, “Today, the enemies’ front
has faced defeats and consequences of
frustration are obvious in their behavior
and face. The Al Saud, the U.S. president,
and France are examples of this.”
The general said enemies have been
focusing on psychological warfare and
economic pressure against Iran.

P O L I T I C S TEHRAN — Former senior lawmaker
d
e
s
k Mohammad Reza Bahonar said on Tuesday
that a strong coalition is being formed within the principlist
camp for the 2020 parliamentary elections.
“Although there are disagreements within the principlist
camp, a strong coalition must be formed, which is actually
happening,” Fars quoted Bahonar as saying.
“Anyone who wants to work independently is free to do
so, but we’re very hopeful for this unity,” he added.
The former MP also said principlists have held meetings
to draw up the camp’s strategies for the elections.

‘Rouhani would not
have won presidency
without Rafsanjani,
reformists’
P O L I T I C S TEHRAN — A member of the central
d
e
s
k council of the Servants of Construction
Party has said Hassan Rouhani would not have been elected
president if Ayatollah Hashemi Rafsanjani and reformists
had not endorsed him.
“In the 1392 (2013) elections, not only Mr. Rouhani had no
place in the country’s political parties and political groups, but
he also didn’t even have a political party to endorse him,” Tasnim
on Tuesday quoted Mahmoud Alizadeh Tabatabaei as saying.
“On top of that, he was not a well-known personality among
the people. So undoubtedly, Mr. Rouhani could not have
won the elections without the support of the late Hashemi
Rafsanjani and the reformist wings,” he remarked.

Homeyra Rigi
named Iran’s
ambassador to
Brunei
P O L I T I C S TEHRAN — Homeyra Rigi has been apd
e
s
k pointed as Iran’s ambassador to Brunei,
Vice President Es’haq Jahangiri announced on Tuesday.
Jahangiri made the announcement during a visit to Qasr-e
Qand city, Sistan-Baluchestan province, Mehr reported.
Rigi has served as the governor of Qasr-e Qand since
2014. She had also served as the head of the welfare department of Chabahar.
According to Jahangiri, Rigi has been among the successful
governors in the Rouhani administration.
She was among a number of female governors appointed
by President Hassan Rouhani in various provinces, under a
plan to empower women in political and economic domains.

Superjets in Iran
‘out of question
for now’: official
P O L I T I C S TEHRAN — Plans to use Sukhoi Superd
e
s
k jet 100 aircraft in Iranian airlines have
been put on hold for now because the Russian planemaker
has failed to receive a U.S. license for sales to the Islamic
Republic, an official says.
Iran Air Tours, a subsidiary of national flag carrier IranAir,
had recently signed an initial agreement to buy 20 Sukhoi
Superjets, while another Iranian airline had reached a draft
agreement to lease three planes, secretary of Association of
Iranian Airlines Maqsoud Asadi Samani said.
“However, it appears that due to the lack of license issued
by OFAC (the U.S. Treasury’s Office of Foreign Assets Control), the arrival of the planes is out of question for now,” he
told Iranian Labor New Agency (ILNA).

He said, “Your son practiced altruism
on the path of [protecting] the country. It is not easy to [tolerate] loss of a
child, but your son was martyred on
the path of the homeland which make
it tolerable.”
According to ISNA, Alfred Gabri was
martyred by the Mujahedin Khalq Organization in 1991 in the western city of
Gilan-e Gharb when he was 20 years old.
Vice-President for Martyrs and Veterans Affairs Hojatoleslam Val-Moslemin
Shahidi accompanied Rouhani in the visit.
A plaque of appreciation was given to
the family of the martyr.
According to some reports, 300,000
– 370,000 Christians live in Iran.

“Today, the Iranian nation are not scared
and are becoming more powerful despite
the enemies’ threats,” he noted.
Trump withdrew the U.S. unilaterally
from the 2015 nuclear deal in May and
ordered sanctions against Iran. The first
round of sanctions went into force on
August 6 and the second round, which
targets Iran’s oil exports and banks, were
snapped back on November 4.
Salami said on Saturday that the U.S.
policies and strategies in the Middle East
region have ended in failure.
“The Iranian people have found their way
in such atmosphere and are aware that the
major powers have limited capabilities and
give in to the reality if they face resistance.”

Europeans cannot accept U.S. decide about ‘our trade with Iran’: Mogherini
By staff and agency
European Union foreign policy chief Federica Mogherini has said that the EU is working with the rest of the
international community to preserve the 2015 nuclear
agreement, officially known as the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action.
“We are working, as a union of 28 member states
and with the rest of the international community, to
preserve a nuclear agreement that has so far been
implemented in full, as certified by the International Atomic Energy Agency in 13 consecutive reports,”

Livemint quoted her as saying in an interview published on Tuesday.
“Part of this work requires us to guarantee that
firms wanting to do legitimate business with Iran
are allowed to do so. This is what we are working on
right now: tools that will assist, protect, and reassure
economic actors pursuing legitimate business with
Iran,” she said.
President Donald Trump withdrew the U.S. unilaterally from the 2015 nuclear deal in May and ordered
sanctions against Iran. The first round of sanctions went

into force on August 6 and the second round, which
targets Iran’s oil exports and banks, were snapped
back on November 4.
Trump has threatened that he will punish Europeans
if they have economic interaction with Iran.
Mogherini said, “We Europeans cannot accept that
a foreign power — even our closest friend and ally —
makes decisions over our legitimate trade with another
country. This is a basic element of sovereignty, and
it is only natural that this reflection takes place, not
only in Europe but in other parts of the world, too.”

Afghan Taliban says ‘post-occupation’ discussed with Iran

The announcement signals a growing confidence among the Taliban for U.S. troops to pull out of Afghanistan
The Taliban discussed Afghanistan’s
“post-occupation situation” with Iran in
their latest meeting, the group said Tuesday,
as Tehran makes a more concerted and
open push for peace ahead of a possible
U.S. drawdown.
The remarks come after Iran confirmed on
Monday that the Taliban had visited Tehran
for a second round of talks in just a few days
that are aimed at ending the 17-year conflict.
The Taliban delegation discussed with
Iran “the post-occupation situation, restoration of peace and security in Afghanistan
and the region”, the group said in a statement posted on social media and emailed
to journalists, according to AFP.
It signals a growing confidence among
the Taliban for U.S. troops to pull out of
Afghanistan, after U.S. officials last month
told various media outlets that President
Donald Trump had decided to slash the
number of boots on the ground.

There have been reports in the past of
talks between Iran and the Taliban.
Tehran’s peace push will be viewed with
concern by hawks in Washington, who
fear that Trump’s planned withdrawal of
troops from Syria and Afghanistan will
cede regional influence to Iran.
The Taliban also met with the United
States, Pakistan and Saudi Arabia in the
United Arab Emirates earlier in December
as part of a flurry of diplomatic efforts to
end the war.
But the Taliban refused to meet a delegation from Afghanistan. The group said on
Saturday that its representatives would not
meet “with those of the Kabul administration”
at the next meeting expected to be held in
Saudi Arabia later this month.
Iran’s Deputy Foreign Minister Abbas
Araqchi will travel to Afghanistan in the next
two weeks, the foreign ministry said, without
giving further details.

Iran and Afghanistan share a nearly 600mile (960-kilometre) border, and have had
a complex relationship in recent years.
Tehran has long supported its co-religionists in Afghanistan, the Shia Hazara
minority, who were violently persecuted
by the Taliban during its rule in the 1990s.
Iran worked alongside the United
States and Western powers to help drive
out the Taliban after the U.S.-led invasion in 2001.
Supreme National Security Council Secretary Ali Shamkhani said last Wednesday
during a visit to Kabul that Tehran has been
holding talks with the Taliban with the knowledge of the Afghan government.
The talks were held “to help curb the security problems in Afghanistan,” Shamkhani
told Hamdullah Mohib, the Afghan president’s
national security advisor.
Addressing the Geneva Conference on
Afghanistan on November 28, Iranian For-

eign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif called
on the international community to facilitate
“inclusive” dialogue between the Taliban and
the Afghan government in a bid to restore
peace to the war-torn country.
Zarif, who in a previous capacity famously
helped with the establishment of a post-invasion government in Afghanistan in the
Bonn conference in 2001, said in the Geneva
conference that there was no military solution
to Afghanistan and that the time had come
for national reconciliation.
During his trip to Afghanistan, Shamkhani also met with Chief Executive Abdullah
Abdullah, saying Tehran backs the peace
process with an “intra-Afghan approach” and
views any move other than this as a threat
to the Afghan security.
For his part, Abdullah said his country is
facing worrying security challenges and this
entails constructive cooperation between all
neighbors for securing Afghanistan.
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Israel received most
condemnations at UN in 2018
Israel faced the most condemnations at the
United Nations in 2018, with the General
Assembly passing at least 20 resolutions
against Tel Aviv for human rights abuses,
illegal settlement construction on occupied
Palestinian territory as well as its continued occupation of East Jerusalem al-Quds,
a report said.
The UN approved at least six anti-Israel
resolutions in a single day on November 30,
while a separate resolution passed in December renewed condemnation of the U.S.
unilateral recognition of Jerusalem al-Quds
as Israel’s “capital,” Turkey’s official Anadolu
news agency reported on Monday.
The resolutions further voiced support
for long-stalled efforts to achieve a so-called
two-state solution to the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict, while separately censuring Israel’s
continued occupation of Syria’s Golan Heights.
Israel seized some two thirds of the rocky
plateau in southwestern Syria during the 1967
Six-Day War. It later unilaterally annexed the
occupied territory in a move not recognized
by the international community.
Last month, outgoing U.S. Ambassador
to the UN Nikki Haley criticized the world
body for condemning Israel at least 500 times

over the years. She made the comments after
a U.S.-sponsored draft resolution seeking to
condemn the Palestinian resistance group
Hamas at the United Nations General Assembly failed to gain sufficient traction.

Israel occupied the West Bank and East
Jerusalem al-Quds during the Six Day War in
1967. It later annexed East Jerusalem al-Quds
in a move not recognized by the international
community.

About 600,000 Israelis live in over 230
settlements built illegally since the 1967 occupation of the Palestinian territories.
The continued expansion of Israeli settlements is one of the major obstacles to the
establishment of peace in the Middle East.
In recent months, Tel Aviv has stepped
up its settlement construction activities in
the occupied Palestinian lands in a blatant
violation of international law and in defiance
of United Nations Security Council Resolution 2334.
European nations and the United Nations,
among others, maintain their strong opposition to settlement building in Palestinian
territories.
Tensions have also been running high in
the occupied territories over U.S. President
Donald Trump’s recognition of Jerusalem
al-Quds as Israel’s capital and relocation of
the U.S. embassy to the occupied city.
On December 21, last year, the United
Nations General Assembly overwhelmingly
voted in favor of a resolution that calls on the
U.S. to withdraw its controversial policy shift.
Despite the vote, the U.S. went ahead with
the embassy transfer on May 14.
(Source: agencies)

Democrats maneuver to end shutdown, without
Trump wall money

Democrats in the U.S. House of Representatives plan to
vote on Thursday on a funding package to end the 10-dayold partial U.S. government shutdown, without providing
the $5 billion President Donald Trump has demanded for
a U.S.-Mexico border wall.
The planned vote sets up a Democratic showdown with
Trump’s fellow Republicans on an issue dear to the president on the first day of divided government in Washington
since he took office in January 2017 with a Congress led by
his own party.
Democrats formally take control of the House from the
Republicans after winning a majority of seats in November’s
congressional elections.
The two-part Democratic package filed on Monday in the
House includes a bill to keep funding for the Department
of Homeland Security at current levels through Feb. 8 with
no new wall funding, as well as a bundle of six measures
worth nearly $265 billion combined that would fund the
other shuttered agencies through the Sept. 30 end of the
current fiscal year.
The two parts will be voted on separately on the House
floor on Thursday, said Democrats, who will hold a 36-seat
majority. If approved in the House, the funding package would
go to the Republican-led Senate. Its prospects there appear
unpromising, although Trump’s unpredictability makes it
hard to gauge how the shutdown showdown will play out.
“It’s simple: The Senate is not going to send something
to the president that he won’t sign,” said a spokesman for
Senate Republican leader Mitch McConnell.
The Democratic legislation will mark the first major battle pitting the incoming Democratic House majority led by
Nancy Pelosi against Trump and McConnell.
“While President Trump drags the nation into Week Two
of the Trump Shutdown and sits in the White House and
tweets, without offering any plan that can pass both chambers of Congress, Democrats are taking action to lead our
country out of this mess,” Pelosi and top Senate Democrat
Chuck Schumer said in a joint statement.
Democrats oppose Trump’s demand for wall funding, with
Pelosi calling the wall immoral, ineffective and expensive.
Democrats hope their two-pronged funding approach will
put Senate Republicans in a tough position. If they reject

funding for departments unconnected to border security,
Republicans could be seen as holding those agencies and
their roughly 800,000 affected workers hostage to Trump’s
wall demand.
“Then they are complicit with President Trump in continuing the Trump shutdown and in holding the health and
safety of the American people and workers’ paychecks hostage
over the wall,” Pelosi and Schumer said in their statement.
Non-border-related agencies include the Departments of
Agriculture, Interior, Transportation, Commerce and Justice.
The homeland security piece of the package includes
$1.3 billion for border fencing and roughly $300 million
more for other border security items including cameras
and technology.
Democrats said the entire package is based on legislation
that has already been passed by either the Senate or Senate
committees.
The shutdown, which began on Dec. 22 and has idled
roughly a quarter of the federal government, was precipitated
by Trump’s demand, under pressure from conservative commentators, that Congress approve $5 billion to help fund a
wall that was a promise made in his 2016 election campaign,
although he said at the time it would be paid for by Mexico.
Trump has called the wall crucial to combating illegal
immigration and drug trafficking. The Senate on Dec. 21 failed
to muster the votes needed to pass Republican-backed House
legislation that included Trump’s wall funding. Passage in
the Senate would need at least some Democratic support
to reach the 60-vote threshold required.
“Not a wall”
A central issue in finding a resolution could be the definition of what constitutes a wall, including the idea of steel
slats and other types of barriers versus a concrete structure.
Trump on Twitter criticized Democratic opposition to
the wall project, which carries a total estimated price tag of
$23 billion. He also seemed to contradict comments made
by outgoing White House Chief of Staff John Kelly.
In a Los Angeles Times interview published on Sunday,
Kelly said: “To be honest, it’s not a wall.”
“The president still says ‘wall’ - oftentimes frankly he’ll say
‘barrier’ or ‘fencing,’ now he’s tended toward steel slats. But
we left a solid concrete wall early on in the administration,
when we asked people what they needed and where they
needed it,” Kelly added.
Trump wrote on Twitter that border security could not
exist “without a strong and powerful Wall.”
“An all concrete Wall was NEVER ABANDONED, as has
been reported by the media,” Trump wrote. “Some areas
will be all concrete but the experts at Border Patrol prefer
a Wall that is see through (thereby making it possible to
see what is happening on both sides). Makes sense to me!”
Trump, who canceled his vacation in Florida and has
stayed at the White House during the holiday government
shutdown while first lady Melania and their son Barron
were at Trump’s private estate Mar-a-Lago in Florida for

New Year’s Eve, said Democrats could have come over for
talks anytime.
“I’m in Washington. I’m ready, willing and able,” Trump
told Fox News.
White House officials did not reply to an email asking
whether the president had been in touch directly with Democratic leaders to set up a round of talks.
Pelosi has not heard formally from the White House since
Dec. 11, when she and Schumer had a contentious Oval Office
meeting with the president, Democratic aides said. Schumer
has not heard from the White House since he met with Vice
President Mike Pence and incoming White House acting Chief
of Staff Mick Mulvaney on Dec. 22, Democratic aides said.
(Source: Reuters)

N. Korea’s Kim says ready to meet Trump but
warns of ‘new path’

North Korean leader Kim Jong Un reaffirmed Tuesday his resolve to completely
denuclearize the Korean Peninsula, but
warned he may have to take an alternative
path if the United States continued to
force Pyongyang into unilateral action.
In his New Year address, Kim said he
was willing to meet U.S. President Donald Trump again at any time to achieve
denuclearization, and urged Washington
to take unspecified corresponding action
to speed up the stalled process.
North Korea, however, would have “no
option but to explore a new path in order to
protect our sovereignty” if the United States
“miscalculates our people’s patience, forces
something upon us and pursues sanctions
and pressure without keeping a promise it
made in front of the world,” Kim said in his
nationally televised address. The comments

are likely to fuel growing skepticism over
whether Pyongyang intends to give up the
nuclear weapons program that it has long
considered essential to its security.
Kim and Trump vowed to work towards
denuclearization and build a “lasting and
stable” peace regime at their landmark
summit in Singapore in June, but little
progress has been made since and satellite images have indicated continued
activity at North Korea’s nuclear and
missile facilities.
Pyongyang has demanded Washington
lift sanctions and declare an official end
to the 1950-53 Korean War in response to
its initial, unilateral steps toward denuclearization, including dismantling its
only known nuclear testing site and a key
missile engine facility. U.S. officials say
those steps can be easily reversed and have

not been verified, and Washington has
slapped additional economic sanctions
on the impoverished country. Washington halted some large-scale military
exercises with Seoul, although smaller
drills continued.
Kim called for South Korea to “completely stop” joint military drills with the
United States involving strategic assets,
while multilateral negotiations should
be pursued to build a permanent peace
regime on the Korean Peninsula.
“Now that North and South Korea
decided to take the path of peace and
prosperity, we insist that joint military
exercises with outside forces should no
longer be allowed and deployment of war
equipment such as outside strategic assets
should be completely stopped,” Kim said.
(Source: reuters)
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Four injured after German
man rams car into crowd
Police detained a 50-year-old German man early on Tuesday
on suspicion of ramming his car into a crowd of people in the
northwestern German town of Bottrop, injuring four, in what
authorities say may have been a xenophobic attack.
The man, who fled the scene, made racist comments when he
was later stopped and arrested, according to a statement by local
police and prosecutors. “Investigators suspect it was a deliberate
attack that may be linked to the xenophobic views of the driver,”
the statement said. “In addition, investigators have preliminary
information about a mental illness of the driver.”
A police spokeswoman said Syrian and Afghan citizens were
among those injured, but gave no further details. She said one
of the four people injured remained in hospital.
The attack occurred after midnight on New Year’s Eve at a
crowded plaza in Bottrop.
Earlier the driver had steered his car at another pedestrian,
who managed to escape unharmed, according to the statement.
He also targeted people at a bus stop after fleeing the scene of
the Bottrop attack, it said.
(Source: AFP)

UK police look for terrorism
links in Manchester New
Year’s Eve stabbings
A man armed with a kitchen knife stabbed three people, including a police officer, at Manchester Victoria train station on New
Year’s Eve in an attack police are treating as terrorism-related.
Greater Manchester Police said they were searching an address
in the Cheetham Hill area of the city on Tuesday after they detained
a man on suspicion of carrying out the attack. The man’s name has
not yet been released. A witness, a BBC producer who was at the
station, said a man stabbed several people at the station, shouting
“Allah” and linking his actions to “bombings in other countries.”
The injured, a woman and a man in their 50s, were in a serious
but not life-threatening condition, police said. A male police
officer in his 30s who sustained a stab wound to his shoulder was
released from hospital earlier on Tuesday morning.
“We are treating this as a terrorist investigation,” Chief Constable Ian Hopkins said, praising officers at the scene for their
bravery in arresting the suspect within minutes.
Police said they would step up their presence in the city where
a suicide bomb attack in May 2017 killed 22 people as they left
a concert by pop star Ariana Grande.
Hopkins said many people would have been affected by Monday’s attack, particularly since it happened so close to the scene
of the 2017 bombing at Manchester Arena.
“I believe that makes it an even more dreadful attack for our
city,” he told reporters.
(Source: Reuters)
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NEWS IN BRIEF
TPO to dispatch
trade delegation to
Malaysia in early
April
E C O N O M Y TEHRAN — Iran’s Trade and Promotion
d
e
s
k Organization (TPO) plans to dispatch a trade
and marketing delegation to Malaysia in early April.
The delegates active in the agriculture and food sectors are
to visit Malaysia International Halal Showcase (MIHAS 2019)
which is planned to be held in Kuala Lumpur from April 3 to
6, TPO website published.

License issuance
for industry units
establishment up
22% in 7 months
E C O N O M Y TEHRAN — According to the latest data
d
e
s
k released by Iran’s Industry, Mining and Trade
Ministry during the first seven months of the current Iranian
calendar year (March 21–October 22, 2018), 12,808 licenses
were issued for establishing new industry units which marks
a 22-percent increase year on year.
As reported by IRNA, with the new units going operational
301,890 new job opportunities will be also created.
Most of the issued licenses were for foodstuff production
units followed by units for production and processing of nonmetallic minerals.

China factory activity shrinks
for first time in over 2 years,
2019 looks tougher
China’s factory activity contracted for the first time in over two
years in December, highlighting the challenges facing Beijing as
it seeks to end a bruising trade war with Washington and reduce
the risk of a sharper economic slowdown in 2019.
The increasing strain on factories signals a continued loss of
momentum in China, adding to worries about softening global
growth, especially if the Sino-U.S. dispute drags on.
Trade frictions are already disrupting global supply chains,
fueling concerns of a bigger blow next year to world trade, investment and shaky financial markets.
The official Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI) - the first snapshot of China’s economy each month - fell to 49.4 in December,
below the 50-point level that separates growth from contraction,
a National Bureau of Statistics (NBS) survey showed on Monday.
It was the first contraction since July 2016 and the weakest
reading since February 2016. Analysts had forecast it would dip
to 49.9 from 50.0 the previous month.
China is expected to roll out more economic support measures in coming months on top of a raft of initiatives this year. A
prolonged downturn in the factory sector, key for jobs, would
likely spark further attempts to juice domestic demand.
In November, industrial output rose the least in nearly three
years, while earnings growth at industrial firms fell for the first
time in nearly three years.
A PMI sub-index on overall factory output prices fell to 43.3
in December from 46.4, signaling earnings erosion. A gauge on
overall production fell to 50.8, the lowest since February, from 51.9.
New orders - an indicator of future activity - continued to
soften, reinforcing views that business conditions in China will
likely get worse before they get better.
A sub-index for total new orders contracted for the first time
in at least a year, falling to 49.7 amid persistently weak demand
at home and softening global growth.
New export orders shrank for a seventh straight month, with
the sub-index falling to 46.6 from 47.0.
Many analysts doubt that Beijing and Washington can bridge
their many differences and reach a comprehensive trade deal in
the latest round of talks.
U.S. President Donald Trump and Chinese President Xi Jinping agreed early this month to a 90-day ceasefire that delayed
a planned Jan. 1 U.S. increase of tariffs on $200 billion worth of
Chinese goods while the two sides negotiate.
Trump said over the weekend that a possible trade deal was
progressing well, but few concrete details have emerged.
The trade war has resulted in billions of dollars of losses for
both sides this year, hitting industries from autos and technology to U.S. agriculture.
(Source: Reuters)
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IPGL ready to
attract investment,
large liners to
Chabahar: CEO

E C O N O M Y TEHRAN — Indian Ports
d
e
s
k Global Ltd (IPGL), which
has recently taken over the operations at
phase 1 of Shahid Beheshti Port in Iran’s
southeastern port city of Chabahar, is prepared
to attract investment and also large liners
to the Iranian port, the managing director
of company stated.
Making the remarks in a meeting with
Iran’s Ports and Maritime Organization
(PMO) Head Mohammad Rastad in Tehran
on Tuesday, which was also participated
by Indian Ambassador to Iran Saurabh
Kumar and some director of PMO, Arun
Kumar Gupta announced his company’s
readiness for marketing to attract investment
to Chabahar and also facilitating the condition

for entrance of large liners to this port, PMO
portal reported.
Referring to finalizing their operating job
in Chabahar, he said: “In fact, our activity
has just begun and we have a noticeable
way ahead.”
Opening an office in Iran on December 24,
IPGL officially taken over the operations at
phase 1 of Shahid Beheshti Port. The office was
opened concurrent with the first meeting of
Chabahar Agreement Committee’s parties to
monitor the implementation of the trilateral
agreement.
On October 23, Iran, India and Afghanistan
inked an agreement on transit of goods via
Chabahar.
The agreement was signed in Tehran

by Rastad, T.S. Tirumurti, the secretary
of economic relations in India’s Ministry
of External Affairs, and Imammohammad
Warymoch, Afghanistan’s deputy minister
of transport, during the first meeting of
coordination council of agreement on
the establishment of an international
transport and transit corridor among
Iran, India and Afghanistan (Chabahar
Agreement).
These three countries signed a trilateral
transit agreement in Tehran in May 2016,

which allows them open new routes to connect
among themselves via converting Chabahar
Port into a transit hub bypassing Pakistan.
The document was signed in the presence
of Iranian President Hassan Rouhani, Indian
Prime Minister Narendra Modi, and Afghan
President Ashraf Ghani.
On December 29, Mohammad-Ali
Hassanzadeh, the deputy head of, PMO
for ports and economic affairs, announced
that the trilateral agreement will be officially
implemented on February 26, 2019.

Next year’s budget bill estimates privatization at $1.19b
E C O N O M Y TEHRAN — The nad
e
s
k tional budget bill for the
next Iranian calendar year 1398, which
starts on March 21, 2019, has envisaged
transferring 50 trillion rials (about $1.19
billion) worth of state-run shares to the
private sector, Mohammadreza PourEbrahimi, the chairman of the Parliament Economic Committee, told IRNA
on Tuesday.
As previously reported, in its planned

Mohammadreza Pour-Ebrahimi, the chairman of the Parliament Economic Committee

budget for the current Iranian calendar
year, the Iranian government expects to
earn some 106 trillion rials (about $2.5
billion) of income from divesting shares of
sate-run companies to the private sector.
In a TV program two months ago, Mir
Ali Ashraf Abdollah Pouri-Hosseini, the
head of Iranian Privatization Organization (IPO), said: “Some 60 percent of the
target for divesting state-run shares to
the private sector envisaged in the budget

law for the present year has been already
achieved.”
He also said that IPO still lagged behind
its set target due to the number of staterun companies which had been decided
to be privatized.
In late May, 2018, IPO published the
list of the enterprises that their shares
are planned to be transferred to the private sector by the end of current Iranian
calendar year (March 20, 2019).

Stock market slide in 2018 leaves investors bruised and wary
Global stock markets closed out their worst year since
the financial crisis, leaving investors bruised and braced
for further volatility in the coming months. The equity
market retreat of the past year has been stoked by concerns
of a slowing global economy and tightening monetary
policy. Mounting geopolitical tensions, from the escalating
trade war between the U.S. and China to Brexit, have
also rattled investors and weighed heavily on equities.
“The mood for the end of year is one of uncertainty,” said
Tom Digenan, head U.S. intrinsic value equities at UBS
Asset Management. “I do not think the mood changes
until we get some good news, such as a signal that the
Fed is going to maintain an accommodative policy or
we get some positive news on the trade front.” Sleepy
trading conditions on the last day of the year on Monday
delivered a small lift to some markets, with Wall Street
making gains. The S&P 500 rose 0.9 percent to 2,506.85,
after dipping into the red earlier in the session. The Dow
Jones Industrial Average was 1.2 percent higher and the
Nasdaq Composite 0.8 percent higher. A weekend tweet
by President Donald Trump, citing “big progress” in trade
talks with President Xi Jinping of China after a phone
call on Saturday was seen by some as a positive force in
the year’s last trading day. Gains in past few sessions
cut the year to date loss for the S&P 500 to 6.2 percent,
but 2018 remained the worst year for U.S., London and
European indices since 2008.
The widespread nervous sentiment has dragged the

FTSE All World index down 11.5 per cent, also the worst
annual performance since the financial crisis. Although
most markets in Asia were closed on Monday, and Hong
Kong’s Hang Seng index was up 1.3 percent, the region
has had a torrid year, with China faring the worst. China’s
CSI 300 index has lost about a quarter of its value after
plunging into bear market territory in the first half of
2018, as the trade tension with the U.S. took root. The fall
marks China as the worst-performing equity market of
the year. The sell-off comes despite a landmark move to
include mainland-listed stocks — called A-shares — into
the flagship MSCI Emerging Markets index. Uncertainty
over Britain’s exit from the EU has cast a cloud over
sterling and the UK’s stock market, with the FTSE 100
finishing the year down more than 12 percent. Europe
has not been immune to the weak sentiment, with the
Euro Stoxx 50 index lower by 15 percent. Investors are
bracing for headwinds in 2019 from geopolitical risks
and tighter financial conditions as the U.S. continues to
raise rates and as Europe ends its post-crisis monetary
stimulus. “For the first time in many years, markets are
now pricing in pessimism instead of optimism,” said
Michael Cembalest, chairman of market and investment
strategy at JPMorgan Asset Management. Still, some
investors said the year-end selling was overdone and
predicted a return of risk appetite once the calendar
year turned to 2019. “It is like a sporting event: you are
done with this game and on to another,” Mr Digenan of

UBS said. “Right now, [risk appetite] is at such a low
level — I think — irrationally low.”
The sell-off in Asia has been particularly pronounced,
in part because of the strong U.S. dollar that has drawn
money out of riskier emerging markets, and as investors
take profits from a stellar run in 2017. Fund managers at
Schroders said that although “a tumultuous 2018 has left
Asian equities significantly cheaper and presenting selective
opportunities”, investors must “tread carefully”. “Asian
equities in aggregate now trade close to the levels seen
during the last period when regional markets experienced
a downdraft in late 2015 and early 2016,” said Matthew
Dobbs, an Asian equities fund manager at Schroders.
“At this level, they are beginning to offer some value.”
(Source: Financial Times)

U.S.-China trade war, Brexit, slowing global growth top risk list for 2019
After a roller-coaster 2018, a year of
unprecedented events that impacted
markets in unexpected ways, everyone is
now wondering what is in store for global
economies, particularly the emerging ones.
Much was seen in the year behind, but the
confrontation on trade between the U.S. and
China has left the biggest mark. It is an issue
that almost everyone agrees poses the biggest
risk and could derail growth in 2019. Added
to that, many other worrisome topics and
uncertainties also remain on the table such
as what will happen with the Brexit process,
then monetary tightening policies and interest
rate hikes by key central banks in the world,
prospects of slowing global growth as well as
the extreme volatility in financial markets.
“In 2018, the trade war was the dog
that barked. In 2019, it will bite,” is how
Bloomberg cited the trade war between
the world’s two largest economies. So
far, the trade war resulted in billions of
dollars of losses for both sides in 2018,
hitting industries including automotive,
technology and agriculture.
The world’s leading financial institutions,
including the International Monetary Fund
(IMF) and the World Bank, had warned that
the trade tensions threatened to rip apart
the global economy.
The IMF warned in December it could
further cut its global growth forecasts in
January. Citing the potential fallout from
the trade war, the IMF cut its global growth
forecast in October to 3.7 percent for both 2018
and 2019, down from 3.9 percent projected
in July. The European Central Bank (ECB)
also said that the global economy is set to
slow down in 2019.
“I see the U.S.-China tension turning into
a real ‘trade war’ as the greatest risk for the
global economy in 2019. Such a situation
would lead to the opening of a door leading
to a long period of distress for the global
economy, and it is not known what will come
out of that door,” QNB Finansinvest Chief

Economist Burak Kanli told Daily Sabah.
Particularly for the U.S. and China,
Kanli said, trade wars bring along foreign
exchange rate wars, then capital controls,
a slowdown in the global economy as well
as inflation, “all of which are annoying to
even think of.”
In a major development following their
escalating fight throughout the year, U.S.
President Donald Trump and his Chinese
counterpart Xi Jinping called a 90-day
truce, until March 1, in the ongoing trade
war during their Buenos Aires steak dinner on
the sidelines of the G20 summit in Argentina
on Dec. 1.
Tariffs could hit China’s GDP by
1.5% in 2019
The truce leaves American tariffs on $250
billion in Chinese goods in place but removes
- for now - Trump’s threat to increase the
tariffs on $200 billion of those goods in
January to 25 percent from 10 percent and
to impose tariffs on all imports from China.
Even if the G20 truce holds, according
to Bloomberg, the dispute could represent
the early stages of a prolonged economic

cold war. Bloomberg Economics suggested
that if Trump follows through on threats
to slap duties on all imports from China,
it could hit China’s 2019 gross domestic
product growth by 1.5 percentage points,
taking the growth down toward 5 percent.
Kanli also said he expects the tension that
“led us to ‘sit and hop up’ in the last few
months to dissolve or at least to slack” in
the first quarter of 2019.
Trump offered investors a ray of hope
that 2019 may offer less volatility when it
comes to China, after his tweet on Saturday
that big progress is being made toward
a possible trade deal between the two
countries.
“Just had a long and very good call with
President Xi of China,” Trump wrote on his
Twitter account. “Deal is moving along very
well. If made, it will be very comprehensive,
covering all subjects, areas and points of
dispute. Big progress being made!”
On the other hand, Reuters cited Chinese
state media, which quoted Xi as saying
that teams from both countries have been
working to implement a consensus reached

with Trump.
“I hope that the two teams will meet
each other half way, work hard, and strive
to reach an agreement that is mutually
beneficial and beneficial to the world as
soon as possible,” Xi said, according to the
state-run Xinhua news agency.
Experts previously suggested that both
sides agreed that things were getting a little too
hot and that they decided to give each other
some months of breathing room but that it
would be difficult for the two to fundamentally
resolve the differences that they have had.
Whether the said 90 days will be enough for
the two countries to sort all of their problems
out remains to be seen.
Slowing global growth, tight
momentary policies
Meanwhile, prospects of slowing global
growth also persist. After what turned out to
be its best performance since 2005, the U.S.
economy is expected to slow down next year.
The extreme volatility in financial markets
and softening business activity has raised
concerns the U.S. economy might enter a
recession in 2019. The same goes for the
global economy as well.
“I do not agree with the views that emerged
over the last month that the U.S. economy
will be entering a recession in 2019, so I
think the market is a bit too pessimistic,”
Is Yatirim International Markets Director
Sant Manukyan told Daily Sabah.
“Although the warning signs are on, a
slowdown that could turn into such stagnation
is out of the question. However, a slowdown is
possible in the rate that will affect developing
countries,” Manukyan said.
Kanli, on the other hand, said, “I think it is
too early to sink into recent pessimistic views
that global growth is likely to fall sharply.
Although some slowdown in growth seems
inevitable, I believe it may be limited by the
alleviation of the problem between China
and the U.S.”
(Source: Daily Sabah)
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OPEC will cut output further if oil prices
fail to recover: Algerian energy minister
Algeria’s energy minister said he was confident
oil prices will return to between $65 and $70
a barrel by April, but stressed that the OPEC
alliance would cut production further if the
market had not responded by then.
“If the situation requires a further
reduction, we will do it,” Algerian energy
minister Mustapha Guitouni said Sunday in
Algiers, according to the official APS agency,
in response to the plunge in oil prices which
has seen benchmark Brent crude drop from
$86 a barrel in October to close to $50 a barrel
at the end of 2018.
OPEC, Russia and nine other non-OPEC
allies agreed earlier this month to a combined
1.2 million barrels per day (bpd) supply
reduction for the first six months of 2019, to
shore up what many expect to be weakening
market fundamentals ahead. They plan to
meet in April to assess market conditions,
given the surge in U.S. shale production -which is likely to rise above 12 million bpd in
2019 -- along with concerns over the global

demand outlook.
“We have to wait until the end of the first

quarter of 2019 to see the expected results
of the new agreement on the reduction of

production,” the minister said, adding “oil
prices will, before next April, rise [to] between
$65 and $70 a barrel.”
Guitouni said he believed the $65-$70 to
be the goldilocks price -- the one that seems
optimal for producers and consumers -- even
though OPEC has repeatedly emphasized it
does not target prices but focuses on supply
and demand fundamentals, with stock levels
being a guide to market balancing.
Algeria produces around 1.06 million bpd
according to the S&P Global Platts OPEC
survey and is part of the OPEC/non-OPEC
monitoring committee.
Russia’s energy minister Alexander Novak
said recently that the OPEC-led alliance should
avoid a hasty reaction to recent fluctuations
in oil prices and instead continue to monitor
the market.
Brent crude was trading almost 5 percent
higher at close to $55 a barrel in European
trade Monday.
(Source: Platts)

$70 oil could be right around the corner
Oil markets have always been cyclical, and
now even more so with advanced electronic
trading, more speculation (which often results
in wider oil price swings) and more producers,
including the resurgence of U.S. oil production,
now reaching over 11 million barrels per day.
Added to the cocktail of uncertainty are also a
myriad of geopolitical and economic factors,
including ongoing U.S.-China trade tensions,
angst of U.S. Federal Reserve policy, and
wars in Syria, Yemen and elsewhere, which
make it increasingly difficult to forecast the
direction for future oil prices.
This dynamic has proven true over the past
two-and-a-half months as market pundits
have watched (often in amazement) how
global oil prices reached multi-year highs
in October, only to quickly plunge by 40 percent to date. Prices for global oil benchmark,
London-traded Brent crude futures were trading in the mid-$80’s range in early October,
while U.S. oil benchmark, NYMEX-traded
West Texas Intermediate (WTI) crude futures were hovering in the mid $70’s-range,
a comfortable price point for U.S. shale oil
producers, and around $25per barrel above

the average oil production break-even point
for shale producers.
However, amid all of the dismal economic
news and problematic geopolitical developments, a group of bankers are sounding
optimistic once again over future oil price
forecasts. On Friday, Bloomberg said that
many of the world’s largest banks are forecasting a rebound in oil prices next year as
fears of a recession prove misplaced.
According to a Bloomberg survey of oil
analysts, Brent will average $70 a barrel in
2019, almost a third higher than its price on
Thursday. Michael Cohen, head of energy
and commodities research at Barclays Plc in
New York, said “we could even see something
similar to a V-shaped recovery next year, on
two very important conditions. One, that
the reduction in OPEC exports leads to a
reduction in inventories. And two, that we
don’t see a further deterioration in macroeconomic conditions.”
The Bloomberg report added that despite a
recent darkening outlook for the global economy amid prolonged trade disputes between
the U.S. and China, and as the U.S. Federal

Reserve embarks on tightening monetary
policy, most commentators aren’t seeing an
actual recession biting the oil market next
year. The median forecast of 24 oil analysts
in the Bloomberg survey projects that Brent
crude futures will average exactly $70 a barrel
in 2019. The price on Thursday was about
$53.50 while the average so far in 2018 has
been about $72. Meanwhile, the median forecast for WTI is $61.13. WTI futures traded
at about $45.27 on Monday.
Michael Tran, a commodities strategist
at RBC Capital Markets LLC, said that prices
are nearing a bottom, while ““global supply
and demand should reach a fine balance next
year.” Bloomberg added that in the absence
of a severe economic slump, most analysts
anticipate that world oil consumption will
continue to expand at roughly the pace seen
in recent years, powered by emerging economies such as China.
However, though the analysts surveyed
by Bloomberg give credence to ongoing trade
tensions between the U.S. and China, it appears that unless a new trade deal is reached
by the self-imposed March 2 deadline between

Warnings of LNG supply shortages
after 2022 should be taken seriously

As power markets gear up for a transition to a low-carbon economy, many
policymakers deem natural gas to be the
bridging fuel to a largely renewable or
nuclear energy pathway. By default, that
implies a higher call on liquefied natural
gas (LNG) markets dominated by Qatar,
with Australia, Malaysia and U.S. also
vying for a slice of the business, among
other global exporters.
Few doubts are expressed over shortterm availability of LNG, especially as new
U.S. export terminals come onstream thereby providing the most visible examples
of capacity additions. Some 20 planned
and announced LNG liquefaction trains
are in public view stateside.
More holistically speaking, research
and analysis firm GlobalData forecasts
LNG liquefaction capacity to grow by 61
percent globally from 412.6 million tons
per anum (mtpa) in 2018 to 664.3 mtpa
by 2022. Unsurprisingly, much of the
volume additions will come from North
America with the region projected to add
around 200.5 mtpa.
Within the region, the U.S. plans to
add the highest total capacity of roughly
167.0 mtpa by 2022, with a current cost
capital expenditure (capex) of $165.3
billion over the next four years. Canada
follows with a liquefaction capacity of 17.1
mtpa, from three planned and announced
terminals by 2022, and also has the second highest capex of $70.3 billion for the
period 2018-22.
Soorya Tejomoortula, Oil & Gas Analyst
at GlobalData, says the figure is impressive

but to be expected given abundant U.S.
natural gas production, especially from
shale. “We are witnessing the reshaping
of the global LNG landscape.”
In terms of highest valued planned
and announced capex, Qatar Liquefaction
Terminal will lead with $20.7 billion between 2018 and 2022. Arctic-2 in Russia
and Golden Pass II in the U.S. will follow
with $19.1 billion and $10 billion for the
four-year outlook period, respectively.
But despite billions of dollars likely
to be spent on LNG capacity additions,
Ashutosh Shastri, Director at EnerStrat
Consulting, urges caution. Market projections, for instance by Shell, suggest
a demand growth rate of 4 percent per
annum for LNG, and for natural gas to
account for 40 percent of total energy
demand over the next two decades.
“As global natural gas demand rises
the LNG versus pipeline gas competition
is neither dead nor going away anywhere,
anytime soon. It will get played out in different regions differently. In that respect
how a new liquefaction train is going to
compete with a pipeline without destroying
value in order to capture market share
remains to be seen,” Shashtri notes.
“Absence of viable offtake could result
in projects not taking off as planned, and
as a domino effect result in LNG supply
constriction further down the line. And
that altered supply dynamic could come
at a time when buyers are more willing to
sign long-term contracts. Right now, the
market appears to be in a good balance
till 2022 but beyond that there are clouds

on the horizon.”
Shashtri’s post-2022 take is shared
by analysts at Rystad Energy’s research
team. Sindre Knutsson, Senior Analyst at
the Oslo, Norway-headquartered outfit
says buyers’ willingness to commit to new
long-term contracts increased significantly
during 2018.
“Expectations of a tighter LNG market
set the scene for a major shortfall looking
ahead to 2025. While the market is projected to see very strong supply growth
centered on flexible U.S. LNG volumes
over the next two years, global demand
is growing even faster.”
The conjecture resonates if squared
against available data. By the end of November 2018, global LNG contract volumes
of long-term sales and purchase agreements (LT SPAs) were up by 38 percent
on an annualized basis. Three quarters of
these volumes were signed after August 1,
signaling expectations of tighter market
among buyers.
The average duration of contracts
has also increased, indicating that LNG
buyers are less confident that they can get
adequate supply from the spot market.
This represents a reversal from the trend
seen in recent years.
“We expect LNG buyers to continue to
seek flexible contracts, but that the large
established Asian buyers – such as Japan,
South Korea, Taiwan and China – will
continue to rely on long-term contracts to
ensure security of supply,” Knutsson adds.
Of course, the increased commitment
levels will help developers to reach final investment decisions and to secure financing
for new LNG projects, but such projects
will need to be firmed up rapidly in order
to avoid a potential shortfall.
Assuming even a four-year construction period from investment decision, the
market could tighten significantly from
2023. On balance, Knutsson’s research
team still forecasts excess volumes over
the next three years, driven by new U.S.
supplies.
However, less than one-third of the
current U.S. wave of supply has started
up, leaving the lion’s share of new LNG
production to flood the market over the
next two years. Many in the market believe
this could turn around quite rapidly in
2022, as LNG demand growth outpaces
sanctioned supply. That only time will
tell, but market warnings ought to be
taken seriously.
(Source: Forbes)

the two sides, global oil demand will indeed
recede amid more sluggish global economic
growth, led by a slowdown in Chinese manufacturing and exports. Since the U.S. and
China are the world’s two largest economies,
ongoing trade tensions are already hitting
global supply chains, particularly in Asia.
Numerous manufacturing companies have
already exited China for greener pastures,
including setting up shop in neighboring
Southeast Asian economic tiger Vietnam.
Japan, the world’s third largest economy
and a major importer of both crude oil and
liquefied natural gas (LNG), for its part, is
already suffering economic fallout from the
U.S.-China trade spate. In September, the
Tokyo-based Nikkei Asian Review said that at
least 60 percent of top Japanese companies
expected earnings to be hurt by the trade
war. If Washington and Beijing can’t reach
a formal trade war cease-fire by March 2,
that 60 percent figure could likely include
nearly all top Japanese companies, while
Japan’s GDP would also take a hit, as would
oil demand growth in the country.
(Source: oilprice.com)
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Arab energy companies
may lean on debt in 2019
as oil falters
Persian Gulf Arab energy companies are expected to borrow
more in 2019 to finance expansion plans after rising oil
prices triggered a sharp retreat from debt markets in 2018.
Higher oil prices eased pressure on government budgets
in [Persian] Gulf Cooperation Council countries in 2018
and allowed the region’s energy companies to self-finance
operations, according to Rory Fyfe, chief economist at MENA
Advisors. That’s a shift from 2017 when lower oil prompted
companies to issue record debt.
This dynamic could be repeated in 2019. Average oil
prices hit a four-year high in 2018, but ended the year on a
dismal quarter that clouded the outlook for 2019. With global
benchmark Brent crude down about 35 percent since October,
energy companies in the region may have to accelerate their
borrowing again.
“Companies will look to issue more debt,” said Ashley
Kelty, an oil and gas research analyst at Cantor Fitzgerald
Europe. Projects need to be funded and crude reserves have
to be replenished. “They won’t be going back to the ‘care and
maintenance’ of a few years ago. They will use debt because
it’s still relatively cheap.”
State-run companies in the United Arab Emirates, Oman
and Bahrain loaded up on bonds and loans in 2018, with
U.A.E. energy firms borrowing over $9 billion of the $19.4
billion regional haul. Saudi Arabian Oil Co. issued just $150
million of debt through one of its subsidiaries, its lowest
since 2014.
Although Saudi Arabia, the world’s biggest crude exporter,
didn’t factor in the 2018 tally, its state-owned oil company
may issue bonds and loans next year to finance a deal that
would forever alter regional debt charts. Saudi Aramco is
considering a range of options to come up with as much as
$80 billion it needs to buy a majority stake in petrochemicals
maker Saudi Basic Industries Corp.
Expansion remains a focus of [Persian] Gulf Cooperation
Council energy companies, even as OPEC’s leading members
Saudi Arabia, the U.A.E. and Kuwait curb output to prop up
oil prices. Oil and gas producers in those countries plan to
spend more than $600 billion on energy projects over the
next decade, according to official announcements.
Abu Dhabi National Oil Co., which was responsible for
more than half the debt issued in the U.A.E. in 2018, plans
to boost its crude production capacity to 4 million barrels a
day by 2021 from the current ceiling of 3.5 million barrels. It
will spend $132 billion on projects over the next five years,
raising the potential for more energy borrowings.
Oman’s energy companies issued record debt in 2018.
The largest Arab oil producer that isn’t a member of OPEC
took out a $4.6 billion project loan to finance a refinery at
Duqm and its gas company borrowed $1.1 billion to finance
its spending.
(Source: Bloomberg)
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Fifty shades of Yellow
By Jean Pisani-Ferry
Six weeks after they started rocking French politics and a
month after violence erupted on the Champs Élysées, the
Yellow Shirts remain both highly visible and highly enigmatic.
The question now is whether the movement will find a political
voice, and, if so, which one.
Who are the Yellow Vests? What are the true roots of their
uprising? And what do they want? Six weeks after they started
rocking French politics and a month after violence erupted on
the Champs Élysées, these questions are still hotly debated
in France.
The Yellow Vests are both highly visible and highly enigmatic. Their rebellion started with the occupation of roundabouts all over the country, but it made headlines with violent
demonstrations in Paris. They have kept the support of some
70% of the population and nearly three million have people
signed up on the “Official Yellow Vests Counter” on Facebook,
but their protests never exceeded 300,000 participants – far
fewer than in past union-organized demonstrations against
social reforms. They have been ubiquitous on the news channels but have no real spokespersons. When, at the peak of the
crisis, Prime Minister Édouard Philippe called for a dialogue
and opened his door, nobody showed up.
It is not easy to find out what they really want. The Yellow
Vests have mutated twice already. The uprising was initially
triggered by the announcement of additional fuel taxes, intended to encourage a reduction in carbon dioxide emissions.
But after the government canceled the planned tax increase,
stagnant purchasing power became the focus of the protests.
Again, the government gave ground: President Emmanuel
Macron announced on December 10 the repeal of tax hikes
for pensioners and a top-up of in-work social benefits that
will increase the income of people living on the minimum
wage by 8.5%. The protesters responded dismissively and
emphasized political demands, including greater scope for
direct democracy, especially through popular referendums.
What motivated the initial protests is clear. Energy taxes
are regressive: low- and
middle-income people
Politically and
spend a large share of
socially, Macron
what they earn heating their homes and
was seen as
refueling their cars. In
serving the
recent decades, many
middle-class housewealthy.
holds have moved to
places far from work where housing is cheaper (France has
Americanized considerably in this regard). They regard carbon
taxes as unfair – the rich don’t pay them on air travel, and
metropolitan hipsters benefit from subsidized public transport.
To make them acceptable, proceeds should either have
been devoted to supporting the green transition or explicitly
redistributed in the form of across-the-board tax cuts. For
budgetary reasons, support measures were limited to the
bottom 10% of the population. People immediately above
felt neglected and squeezed. They took to the roundabouts
in protest.
It is less straightforward to understand why so many lowermiddle-class people feel unable to make ends meet. While
median household income stagnated in the United States
and Germany since the turn of the millennium, that was not
the case in France. Despite the financial crisis, real household income increased by 8% from 2007 to 2017 – more than
in many other European countries. Furthermore, there was
significant redistribution along the income ladder. Changes
in taxes and transfers took away 5% of the income of the top
10% and increased by 5% the income of the bottom 20%.
Part of the explanation is demographic: aging and the rise
of single-person or single-parent households have increased
the number of consumption units and decreased their individual purchasing power. Part is sociological: middle-class
consumption standards – mobile phones, restaurant dinners,
and beach holidays – have risen in line with the income of the
well-off and have become hard for the middle class to afford.
Part is geographic: since 2000, the metropolitan areas have
done quite well, whereas smaller cities have struggled. House
prices have risen in the former but fallen in the latter, making their owners poorer. No wonder there have been many
more Yellow Vests in cities with 50,000 inhabitants than in
Lyon or Toulouse.
The deeper issue is that many middle-class people feel that
the social contract is broken. They once believed that rising
levels of education would bring better jobs, higher income,
greater prosperity, and upward social mobility for their children.
But growth has become too meager to generate significant
increases in income, middle-class jobs are threatened by the
digital revolution, and competition for access to the best schools
increasingly seems skewed to benefit those already on top. A
deep-rooted French pessimism only reinforces their anxiety.
Macron had the right diagnosis. He spoke of people being
relegated and deprived of opportunities. He wanted to unlock
growth, foster mobility, and promote equality of access. He
correctly said that with public spending far higher than in
other advanced countries, more taxes and social spending
cannot be the answer. But he underestimated the magnitude
of the change in perspective he was calling for, and he failed to
respond to the demand for fairness in the design of reforms.
His first moves – cutting the wealth and capital-gains taxes –
earned him the sobriquet “president of the rich.” Never mind
that these taxes sometimes captured all real capital income,
or that, given budget constraints, the decision to front-load
cutting them and backload tax cuts for the middle class was
economically rational. Politically and socially, Macron was
seen as serving the wealthy.
As a result, a desire for insurrection has now taken root
in French society. The left and the right have shamelessly
pandered to the Yellow Vests, without offering real answers.
The winner may well be Marine Le Pen’s far-right National
Rally (formerly the National Front). Alternatively, the Yellow
Vests may end up creating a party of their own ahead of the
European Parliament election in May. But it is not clear what
such a party would stand for.
People from across the political spectrum have shared the
same anger on the roundabouts. An entire segment of French
society that felt unrepresented and nearly invisible has found
a color and begun building an identity. The question now is
whether the movement will find a political voice, and, if so,
which one.
(Source: Project Syndicate)
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Mohammed bin Salman’s
awful year
By Bruce Riedel

Saudi Arabian Crown Prince Mohammed
bin Salman has had a tumultuous 2018. He
has gone from being hailed a revolutionary
who would bring a Saudi Arab Spring to being censured unanimously by the U.S. Senate for the premeditated murder of Jamal
Khashoggi. The 33-year-old crown prince
is now increasingly regarded as a dangerous and reckless despot implicated in war
crimes and mass starvation. The Congress
and media are likely to be more hostile in
2019. It has been a stunning fall from grace.
The crown prince began the year with
highly touted visits to the United Kingdom and
the United States. Empowered by an expensive lobbying campaign and public relations
machine, the visits attracted enormous attention. In England he was received by Queen
Elizabeth II and the prime minister. The UK
provides about one-third of the Royal Saudi
Air Force’s inventory of aircraft and there
was talk of a big new arms deal.
The tour of the United States was almost
three weeks long in March and April. At
the White House the president welcomed
the prince with big photos of America’s
latest arms deals and urged him to buy
more American weapons. His trip took him
to Cambridge, Wall Street, Seattle, Hollywood, Silicon Valley and Houston. Oprah
Winfrey, Michael Bloomberg, Bill Clinton
and a host of other celebrities had their
picture taken with the prince. In Texas
he met with the two Bush presidents. Extravagant deals were promised to invest
in Saudi Vision 2030, the prince’s plan to
reduce Saudi dependence on oil and reform
the economy and society. Only a handful
of critics urged caution in embracing the
impulsive prince.
The crown prince’s appeal was in part his
much-needed program of socio-economic
change highlighted by giving women driver’s
licenses. But a big piece was the promise that
he was going to be softer on Israel than the
traditional Saudi posture. In particular the

The crown prince’s survival is solely in the
hands of his father. The king has dismissed
two crown princes in his four-year reign
but seems determined to stand by his
son. So the kingdom may be burdened with
a pariah for years to come. This will be the
year it all went bad for the crown prince
and the kingdom.
Saudi prince was said to favor Jared Kushner’s much-discussed “deal of the century” to
resolve the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. The
evidence for this was always slim.
In any case, King Salman bin Abdul-Aziz
Al Saud quickly made clear that he was not
on board for any alterations of the Saudi
positions regarding Palestinian rights, the
two-state solution and especially the status
of East Jerusalem. In virtually every public appearance in 2018, the king has been
clear that the Saudi priority is Palestinian
statehood with its capital in Jerusalem. The

recent Saudi announcement of a consortium
of Red Sea states to promote security in the
vital shipping lanes notably did not include
Israel. The covert contacts between Israel and
Saudi Arabia have, not surprisingly, cooled
since Khashoggi’s assassination, according
to the media.
Yemen got little attention during the
crown prince’s parade from coast to coast,
but behind the scenes opposition to the Saudi
coalition’s war was building in the Senate. Led
by Sen. Chris Murphy, D-Conn., the opposition sought an end to America’s support for

the Saudi war effort. The United Nations
says 16 million Yemenis are now at risk of
malnutrition. It is the worst humanitarian
catastrophe in the world. It’s also Mohammed’s signature policy initiative.
If the war is not headed for a comprehensive cease-fire by early January, the Hill is
likely to take further action to sanction the
crown prince and end American involvement in his war. The president will try to
defend his favorite Saudi, but Trump’s own
mounting legal difficulties will make him a
weak defender.
The crown prince’s reputation is toxic. There is no simple way to restore it. More
likely is further malfeasance as he gropes
with his troubles. Canada, another victim of
his temper tantrums in 2018, is considering
canceling a $15 billion weapons sale to the
Saudi Arabian National Guard. If Ottawa
does so, it will be the largest arms deal ever
canceled with the kingdom.
The resolutions on the Hill and the debate
in Ottawa are primarily about symbols. But
the symbolism is powerful. The crown prince’s
survival is solely in the hands of his father. The
king has dismissed two crown princes in his
four-year reign but seems determined to stand
by his son. So the kingdom may be burdened
with a pariah for years to come. This will be
the year it all went bad for the crown prince
and the kingdom.
The consequences will be long-standing. The American security blanket has
been the kingdom’s crucial alliance for 75
years. It has saved it from Nasserism, the
Soviets, Saddam Hussein. The Saudis need
Washington much more than Washington
needs Saudi Arabia and its oil.
The funeral of former President George
H.W. Bush offered another poignant symbol. The ranking Arab leader in attendance
was King Abdullah II of Jordan. His father,
King Hussein, was vilified by the Saudis in
1990 and 1991 for his stance on Iraq’s invasion of Kuwait. But it was Abdullah at 41’s
funeral, not the crown prince.
(Source: Al Monitor)

The Trump presidency faces a volatile second half

Mueller and the Democrats are closing in on an erratic White House
Like soccer, the U.S. presidential first term is a game of two
halves. In the first two years, the president tries to leave his
mark on Washington and enact his promises. In the second,
re-election becomes the goal. In this respect only, Donald
Trump is conforming to type.
In all others, he is blazing a unique trail. Trump’s presidency
has been a garish spectacle that could just as easily lead to
his impeachment in the months ahead — or his resignation
in exchange for immunity — as in his re-election in 2020.
Much like Britain, which faces outcomes as extreme as a
no-deal Brexit and a second referendum, America is in the
throes of radical uncertainty.
With Democrats taking over the House of Representatives,
the Trump presidency now faces far greater volatility. To
paraphrase one of his predecessors: “We ain’t seen nothing
yet.” His biggest turning point was the Democratic “blue
wave” in November.
Having pulled out every trick in his box, including sending
troops to the U.S.-Mexico border, Trump was unable to
stop a Republican defeat in the House of Representatives.
He blamed everyone but himself for a campaign that he
had ensured was about anything but a booming economy.
That defeat has sharply reduced his ability to intimidate
friends and foes alike.
Fearing a bigger defeat in 2020, Republicans are beginning
to stand up to Trump in a way that was sorely lacking in his
first two years.
They have criticized his decision last week to withdraw U.S.
troops from Syria, and to wind down the U.S. presence in
Afghanistan, as well as for conducting his job in a way that
prompted the resignation of Jim Mattis. The outgoing secretary of defense is one of the few figures in the administra-

Trump’s presidency has
been a garish spectacle that
could just as easily lead to his
impeachment in the months
ahead — or his resignation in
exchange for immunity — as
in his re-election in 2020.
tion to enjoy widespread trust among America’s partners
and beyond.
They have also abandoned the fight to secure funding for

Trump’s U.S.-Mexico border wall. Such is the drain on Trump’s
allure that he is now finding it hard to recruit anyone to join
his rapidly emptying administration.
The most important vacancy is for a new White House chief
of staff, after the departure of John Kelly. But the president’s
already weak legal team is running at a severely depleted
level. Few law firms want to risk their reputations on a client
who appears to be heading wilfully for the rocks. Therein
lies Trump’s most ominous challenge.
Democrats are about to assume the formidable power of
committee chairmanships. This will allow them to subpoena
documents, including Trump’s tax records, offer immunity
to witnesses, and stage corruption hearings in the full glare
of the nation.
They intend to use their powers to the full. Mueller is also
closing in on his target. He looks poised to issue a flurry of
new indictments, which could encompass the president’s
son, Donald Trump Jr, and his son-in-law, Jared Kushner.
That is separate to a metastasizing array of criminal inquiries
by New York’s public prosecutors.
In the weeks before Christmas, Trump’s charitable foundation was closed down, The Trump Organization’s chief
financial officer took legal immunity, and his personal lawyer
pleaded guilty to having broken the law at the direction of
Trump. The only parallel is Richard Nixon’s White House
during the Watergate hearings.
The good news is that the U.S. constitution remains largely
intact. The courts, the media, and the electorate have been
doing their job. The bad news is that Trump cuts an increasingly isolated and erratic figure. He is not the type to go
quietly into the night.
(Source: FT)

UK migrant ‘crisis’ bears no comparison to EU’s 2015 influx

By Alexandra Topping

The recent rise in the number of people attempting to cross the Channel to England
from France has been referred to as a “migrant
crisis”. However, the numbers are minuscule
compared to the height of the EU’s 2015 crisis, when 10,000 people landed in a single
day in Greece.
More than 220 people have attempted
the Channel crossing since the start of November, and Sajid Javid, the home secretary,
cut short a family holiday to deal with what
he has called a “major incident.”
Three years ago, Europe’s biggest inflow of migrants and refugees since the
second world war was taking place. Up to
220,000 people arrived in Europe by boat
in 2014, and more than 900,000 in 2015.
The number of people landing in Greece
rose from 43,000 in 2014 to more than
750,000 in 2015, while arrivals in Italy
dropped slightly from 170,000 to roughly
144,000. The arrival of tens of thousands
of refugees forced Greece’s prime minister,
Alexis Tsipras to beg for help as islands

About 220 people have tried to cross
Channel in two months, compared with
10,000 arrivals in Greece in a single day

equipped to deal with a small annual influx
of tourists were overwhelmed.
The numbers started to fall after a 2016
EU deal with Turkey, and a 2017 bilateral
arrangement between Italy and Libya, but
tens of thousands of people each year are
still trying to reach Europe.
By November, Spain had taken in 56,200
irregular migrants arriving by sea this year,
Greece 28,700 and Italy 22,500, according
to the UNHCR. The pressure on Greece may
have subsided slightly since 2015, but overland arrivals in the year to date have risen
to 14,000, a three-fold increase on the same
period in 2017.
The Channel numbers are also small in
the context of wider UK immigration and
asylum statistics. According to Home Office
data released at the end of November, 7,444
people claimed asylum in the third quarter
of this year, of whom people crossing the
Channel made up a very small percentage.
Far larger numbers arrive by plane seeking
asylum from countries like Uganda and DRC
but get little media coverage.
(Source: The Guardian)
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We need understand religious communities
with their religious character: Philpott
Some argue that if the theory of
1
International Relations means a constitutive
and critical theory, then bringing religion
into International Relations is possible, but
if the theory of International Relations is a
explanatory-empirical theory, the theorizing
religion in International Relations is not
possible and, in fact, there is not theological
positivism theory in International Relations.
What is your opinion?
A: In my view, there are many valid methodologies for studying religion in international affairs and this includes empirical
theory. In the book God’s Century (Norton,
2011), which I published with coauthors
Monica Duffy Toft and Timothy Samuel
Shah, we sought to test propositions regarding the behavior of religious actors
in global politics in the areas of democratization, peace and reconciliation, civil
war, and terrorism. We could do this in
such a way that anyone from any religious
perspective could accept or reject based on
the evidence, we argued. But one can also
study the constitutive role of religion in
international affairs or approach the subject
theologically. There is room for all of us.
Some scholars such as “Michael Allen
Gillespie” in the book “The Theological Origins of Modernity” believe that modernity
was not initially against religion, and in
later years, as a result of social, cultural and
political conditions, it has led to secularism.
So Based on this conception, religion is
not conflict with modernity, so can it be
said that religion is not conflict with the
International Relations theory stemming
from modernity?
A: Yes, it is too simple to say that religion and modernity are at odds. Gillespie ‘s
thesis that theological developments were
at the origins of modernity should be taken
seriously. That said, I think it is important to
recognize that some of the most prominent
political philosophies in early modern Europe and the Enlightenment were ones that
wanted to marginalize religion from public
life and underwrote this marginalization
with certain philosophical and theological
arguments, for instance, ones that rendered
religion little more than a private set of
ideas. This led to anti-clericalism and the
outright suppression of religion, as was
seen first in the French Revolution and
then, more harshly, in 20th century communism. However, there is also a version
of modernity that is open to and accepting
of religion, as emerged in the American
Revolution and in Christian Democratic
parties in 20th century Europe and Latin
America. Modernity, then, involves both
a negative secularism (hostile to religion)
and a positive secularism (open to religion).
Some argue that the current International Relations theory cannot explain
some of the current phenomena of inter-

nities of people that extend across borders,
have their own hierarchies, were (for the
most part) around many centuries before
the state, and pursue ends that transcend
what states pursue. Yet, they shape the
kinds of things that people care about in
the political realm -- what sort of regime
governs, whether states are at war or peace,
and phenomena like terrorism. We need
theories, then, that understand religious
communities with respect to their religious
character and not simply characterize them
as “non-state actors who pursue rational
ends” or some generic, empty description
like this. I do not think that there is a religious theory of international relations in
general but I do think that we can make
progress in developing explanations of how
religion influences international relations.
If theorizing Religion in International Relations is possible, can this religious
theory in International Relations explain
all the unresolved issues and problems?
A: Perhaps not, but I do think that some
propositions can help us understand why
religious communities sometimes contribute
to war and sometimes to peace, sometimes
to democracy and sometimes to dictatorship. In God’s Century, my coauthors and I

Nalado: Imperial powers fear Zakzaky’s
growing influence

The NY Times writes; “But the shutdown’s effects —
1
especially visible on Saturday at closed or unstaffed National
Park Service sites, and at checkpoints at airports and the nation’s
borders as officers stood guard without pay — will be magnified
once the standoff seeps past Christmas, when federal offices would
ordinarily be open and staffed with the approximately 380,000
employees who have been told to stay home while President
Trump and Congress try to reach a spending accord.”
It continues; “… most federal employees are scattered across
the country, far from Capitol Hill. In interviews on Saturday,
some said they were frustrated by the political gridlock that left
their finances uncertain.”
“The big thing is, it’s already a very tough job,” said Justin
Tarovisky, a correctional officer at the United States Penitentiary
Hazelton, in northern West Virginia. “But when you know that
you’ve got to go to work and you’re not going to be paid for it — or
it’s going to be late, no matter what — it really brings you down.”
Trump’s decision raised discontents among his opponents.
New York Representative, Hakeem Jeffries said;“This is the same
president who repeatedly promised the American people that
Mexico would pay for the wall that he plans to build,” on ABC’s
This Week program. “Now he’s trying to extract $5 billion from
the American taxpayer to pay for something that clearly would
be ineffective.”
Also, Dick Durbin, the Illinois Senator, tweeted; “President
Trump has taken hundreds of thousands of federal employees’
pay hostage in a last ditch effort to fulfill a campaign promise.
Building a wall from sea to shining sea won’t make us safer or
stop drugs from coming into our country.”
Barry Grey’s analysis of the current crisis, which was published
in the World’s Socialists Website, points out the real reason of
the raised disagreement between American officials; “… The
stalemate between the White House and the Democrats is not a
principled struggle over immigration policy or any other issue…
The policy wars in Washington reached new heights when
Trump announced he was withdrawing U.S. troops from Syria and
cutting the troop presence in Afghanistan in half. This prompted
Defense Secretary James Mattis, the retired Marine general and
butcher of Fallujah, to resign in protest.”
The article continues;” It was only then that the Democratic
leadership, who joined with the bulk of the media and military/
intelligence establishment in erupting in rage against any diminution of the U.S. wars in the Middle East, dug in their heels
on the border wall, declaring that they would not support any
spending bill that included money for its construction.”
While the anger of federal workers is growing in the U.S., Trump
seems “proud” to “own” a shutdown over border wall funding.

identified two major factors that we believe
shapes the behavior of religious communities. These are institutional independence
-- call it the “distance” that religious communities keep from the government -- and
political theology, the set of ideas through
which religious communities channel their
basic commitments into political ends. Those
religious communities who maintain the
most distance from the state and who carry
political theologies that favor ends like human rights and democracy are most likely
to be forces for peace and democracy, while
those who are most prone to be arms of
the state and to carry regressive political
theologies are most likely to foment war and
terror. These factors explain the difference
between the political behavior of the Catholic
Church in Europe in the 1980s who, under
the leadership of Pope John Paul II, brought
down communism and helped to end the
Cold War, or the Muslim community in
Indonesia, who brought down the Suharto dictatorship in 1998, and, on the other
hand, the Catholic Church in Rwanda, who
was swept into the country’s genocide, or
the Hindu community in India, who has
made itself an accessory to an exclusivist
religious nationalism.
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Khouzestan Steel Company
IN THE NAME OF GOD
INVITATION TO INTERNATIONAL TENDER IN TWO STEPS

No. :392583
KHOUZESTAN STEEL COMPANY INTENDS TO PURCHASE
500 MT ACTIVE BASIC TERMAL INSULATING POWDER

CHEMICAL
ANALYSIS

WITH THE FOLLOWING SPECIFICATIONS:

PHYSICAL
PROPERTIES

TEHRAN (FNA) — Dauda Nalado, Nigerian
university professor, says the leader of the
Islamic Movement in Nigeria, Sheikh Ibrahim
Zakzaky, was the only Nigerian figure who
dared expose truth of the imperial powers’
deeds against Muslims.
Speaking in an exclusive interview with
FNA, the Nigerian activist said imperial powers
see it mandatory to eliminate Zakzaky, and
“they view him as alpha and omega of Shiism,
not only in Nigeria but in Africa at large”.
Dauda Nalado is a senior lecturer at Bayero
University in Kano Nigeria. He participates in
resource forum of the Islamic movement in
Nigeria. He is also father of Husaina Dauda
Nalado, who was shot in the head and killed
by the Nigerian police during Arbaeen religious commemoration in 2017 following the
brutality of the Nigerian army in December
2015, when it rained bullets on the residence of
Zakzaky, killed three of his sons, and dragged
him and his wife in their blood out of their
residence, after the killing of more than 1000
of his followers in cold blood.
Below is the full text of the interview:
More than 1000 people killed by the
Nigerian army in only three days. How do
you regard this event? Why did it take place?
A) This was clearly a massacre. It was a
combined allied effort by the world axis of
evil in order to eliminate any “threat” to their
monstrous hegemony. They connived internally with beastly doll Buhari and his clique
to perpetrate the same.
How do you define the groups you think
were behind the Zaria massacre?
A) Those who were behind the massacre
worship the Devil. They do not perceive anything beyond the mundane periscope. They
fight those who want the worship of God to be
the supreme. This axis of evil consists of the
apartheid Zionists who usurped Palestinian
lands and are ever ready to crack down on
any Palestinian sympathizer, and Zakzaky
is known for his solidarity to the Palestinian struggle. The second axis is the arrogant

The government shutdown:
Another Trumped-Up
problem

I have argued that the leading theories of international relations over
the past few centuries -- realism and liberalism -- do not account well
for the influence of religion in global politics.
national relations and we need a religious
theory of International Relations, especially
with regard to religious issues. What is your
opinion? In general, theorizing Religion in
International Relations is feasible?
A: I have argued that the leading theories
of international relations over the past few
centuries -- realism and liberalism -- do not
account well for the influence of religion
in global politics. There is a good reason
for this. Both realism and liberalism were
incubated by thinkers who wanted to minimize religion’s influence and to envision
a world in which religion would play little public role. Machiavelli, Hobbes, and
Rousseau were the realists; Locke and Kant
were the liberals. They envisioned states
pursuing entirely secular ends like power,
security and prosperity and modeled states’
behavior on these assumptions. In fact, for
decades after they wrote, it looked like the
secular world they envisioned was being
achieved. Over the past 50 years, however,
religion has resurged in global politics in
every region of the globe and within every
religious tradition. In order to understand
the political influence that religion exerts, we
need new theoretical assumptions. We need
to understand global religions as commu-
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imperial powers consisting principally of
USA, UK and France. They are stakeholders
in the neo colonial Nigeria venture for hydrocarbon and precious mineral resources.
They plan, coordinate and execute false flag
terror activities using the name of Islam in
disguise in order to demonize it. They breed
insecurity in our lands and come back with
mischievous rescue mission for the same. The
third axis is the Wahhabi front led by Saudi
Arabia. Wahhabism is the official Islam of
imperialism. They misused the petro dollars
in the spread of hate speech against Shia or
anything Iranian. They are major sponsors of
global terror activities. And finally, the fourth
axis of evil are tyrant Buhari and his clique.
They have power and are desperate not to
relinquish it.
Why was Sheikh Zakzaky targeted?
A) Zakzaky is the only personality that dared
expose them. So they aimed to eliminate him.
They see Zakzaky as the alpha and omega of
Shiism, not only in Nigeria but in Africa at

large. For those reasons they see it as mandatory for them to eliminate him. Zakzaky has
the influence of the people and his influence
is astoundingly growing. They fear that with
this unique influence certainly he will get the
power. So they act extra judiciously in order
to eliminate him.
Despite a federal high court verdict
which pronounced Zakzaky free, he is still
confined, turning him into a prisoner of faith.
Meanwhile, the courts charged the survivors
with Murder. What future do you, then, see
for Nigerian Shias?
A) In all the calculations and permutations
of the axis of evil, they forget or ignore the
existence of Almighty Allah. They ignore the
fact that God is the best planner. They should
know that the promise of Allah will definitely
be actualized. The land will be inherited by the
pious. HE will give victory to the oppressed
Zakzaky, and his followers. The axis of evil will
never succeed in their evil machinations and
they will never prosper; Zakzaky will be freed.
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INTRESTED BIDDERS MAY OBTAIN SET OF DOCUMENTS, CONTAINING THE RELEVANT TERMS AND CONDITIONS BY
SUBMISSION OF A WRITTEN APLICATION AND PAYMENT OF A NON-REFUNDABLE FEE OF:
EUR 50 "FIFTY EURO" TO THE ONE OF BELOW ACCOUNT No.:
1) ACCOUNT No.0100013543943 AT "EXPORT DEVELOPMENT BANK OF IRAN AHVAZ CENTERAL BRANCH"
2) ACCOUNT No.1902-750-4019644-1 AT "EGHTESAD NOVIN BANK- OF IRAN AHVAZ SHARIATI BRANCH" OR
Rials 2,000,000,"TWO MILION RIALS" TO THE ONE OF BELOW ACCOUNT No.:
1) ACCOUNT No.0102513186002 AT "MELLI BANK OF IRAN AHVAZ KSC BRANCH"
2) ACCOUNT No.0100304453001 AT "SADERAT BANK OF IRAN AHVAZ KSC BRANCH"
AND PRESENT THE PAYMENT RECEIPT TO THE FOLLOWING ADDRESS:
CONSUMABLE MATERIAL PURCHASING DEPARTMENT
KHOUZESTAN STEEL COMPANY (KSC)
KM 10 AHWAZ – BANDAR IMAM KHOMEINI ROAD
P.O.BOX: 1378
POST CODE: 61397-31398
AHWAZ– IRAN
Note1: BIDDER SHALL SUBMIT WITH TENDER A BID BOND ISSUED BY AN IRANIAN BANK OR BY A EUROPEAN FIRST CLASS
BANK , IN THE AMOUNT OF 1,653 Euro OR 160,000000 Rial FOR 500 MT ACTIVE BASIC TERMAL INSULATING POWDER AND MAY
REDUSED IN PROPORTION WITH THE QUANTITY OF BIDDERS OFFER.
Note2: ALL BIDS MUST BE INFORMED US WHICH PARTICIPATE IN OUR TENDER UP TO 14thFeb., 2019. WHEN YOUR COMPANY IS
CONFIRMED AND THE TENDER DOCUMENT IS SENT TO YOU, YOU MUST BE DELIVERED TO THE AFORESAID ADDRESS ON OR
BEFORE THE CLOSING DATE 27thFeb.,2019.THE OPENING DATE OF ENVELOPES WILL BE AT 11 AM ON THE 29thFeb.,2019 IN THE
BUYER'S CONFERENCE ROOM LOCATED AT THE HEAD OFFICE OF KSC AHWAZ-IRAN AND THE BIDDERS OR THEIR AUTHORIZED
REPRESENTATIVES CAN ATTEND THE MEETING OF THE TENDER.
Note 3: FOR MORE INFORMTION PLEASE CONTACT WITH FOLLOWING DETAILS:
Tel No. : +98 61 32908115 / 32136159
Fax No. : +98 61 32908115
Mr.M.FARZINEJAD
EMAIL : m.farzinejad @ksc.ir

OR

VISIT:http://WWW.KSC.IR
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ADVERTISEMENTS

Super Luxury Villa
in Shahrak Qarb
brand new, 800 sq.m land
700 sq.m built up, 4master
bedrooms, super luxury furn
spj, massage room, beautiful roof
garden, play ground for kids, city
view, parking spot
Ms.Sara: 09128103207

Apt in Darous
2th floor, 240 sq.m, 3 Bdrs.
unfurn, equipped kitchen
renovated, storage
parking spot
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156
Whole Building in Zafaranieh
brand new, 5 floors, each
floor 310 sq.m, 3 Bdrs.
indoor sauna, indoor Jacuzzi
2 parking spots for each apt
Price negotiable
Ms.Sara: 09128103207
Duplex Villa in Soheil
500 sq.m land, 600 sq.m
built up, 8 Bdrs. , 6 bath
rooms, unfurn, servant quarter
completely renovated 3 storages
3-side entrances
12 parking spots
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156
Apt in Elahieh
brand new, 4th floor, 300 sq.m
3 Bdrs., fully furn, spj
equipped kitchens
parking spot
$3000
Ms.Sara: 09128103207
Apt in Qeytarieh
3th floor, 230 sq.m, 3 Bdrs.
fully furn, equipped kitchen fire
place, elevator, storage parking
spot
$2200
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156

Office in Saadat Abad
administrative office license
2 apts, 110 sq.m, parking spots
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156

Happy New Year

For rent

Two bedrooms furnished
apartment for rent
unique location!!

www.apartmentrentalintehran.com

09122101160

Indian Restaurant

PRIVATE PARKING LOT
Jahan Hotel (Exelsior) – Rahimzade Alley – Taleqani
Crossroads – Valiasr St. Tell: 6 6 4 7 6 8 5 5

JANUARY 2, 2019

CARS FOR SALE
The Brazilian Embassy
in Tehran is selling the
following cars:
“Toyota Camry GLX,
2010” and
“Kia Sportage station,
2010”
The cars may be
inspected at the
Embassy (located at
Zafaranieh,
Yekta
Street, Nº 2, corner of
Bahar Street, Phone
021-22753010)
on
January 2nd, 3rd and 6th,
from 10h00 to 13h00.
The offers must be given
in closed envelopes, no
later than January 6th
2019.

Apartment in Velenjak
brand new, 6th floor, 360 sq.m 3
Bdrs. with a suit, unfurn
3 bath rooms, balcony
fire place, spj, gym, lobby elevator,
laundry, storage
2 parking spots
$5000 negotiable
Ms.Sara: 09128103207
Apt in Fereshteh
250 sq.m, 3 Bdrs.
furn, equipped kitchen
spj, elevator, city view
storage, 2 parking spots
$3500
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156
Modern Office in Jordan
administrative office license
brand new, 2th floor, 2 apts
180 sq.m & 220 sq.m flat modern
design, lobby man
lobby, lots parking spots
Ms.Sara: 09128103207
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Five-day health screening to
run at all hospitals

H E A L T H TEHRAN — A health
d
e
s
k screening program for all
Iranians over the age of 30 will be piloted
from January 12 to 16 in both public and
private hospitals, the deputy health minister
for nursing announced.
According to Maryam Hazrati, checking
adults’ blood pressure, weight, height, body
mass index (BMI), and waist-hip ratio (WHR)
are among the main objectives of the program,
Mehr news agency reported on Saturday.
“The best way to improve health is prevention; and the most cost-effective and influential
method of prevention is at primary level when
measures are taken to avoid development of
a disease or disability in healthy individuals,”
Hazrati remarked.
“Such primary preventive measures include encouraging people to have a healthier
lifestyle, a well-balanced diet, regular exercise
and physical activities as well as trying to keep
a healthy mental state,” she further explained.
“Obesity and high blood pressure are now
silent killers in our society, taking more lives
than ever; however, both conditions can be
prevented with a healthy life style and their

Unfortunately, around 6.5 million
Iranians are unaware of their high blood
pressure while its prevalence has grown
by 62% compared to 25 years ago.

Coffee is thought to protect the brain against Parkinson’s
disease. A recent study investigates which compounds might
give coffee its neuroprotective powers. The findings may
eventually lead to innovative new treatments.
More than 60,000 people are diagnosed with Parkinson’s
disease in the United States each year.
Symptoms include stiffness and difficulty with balance
and coordination. It is a progressive, neurodegenerative
condition and, currently, there is no cure. Modern treatments
can only help manage symptoms.
Scientists do not understand why some people develop
Parkinson’s disease, but others do not. However, they have
unpicked some of the neurological changes that take place.
One of the most critical changes appears to be a buildup
of a specific type of misfolded protein in the brain. This is
known to trigger cell death, which eventually leads to the
symptoms of Parkinson’s.
The protein in question is alpha-synuclein, which aggregates and joins up with other compounds to create
so-called Lewy bodies.
Alpha-synuclein can pass from neuron to neuron, spreading damage across different regions of the brain.

Parkinson’s and coffee
Over the years, studies have suggested that coffee might
help protect against Parkinson’s disease.
Although caffeine appears to play a part in this, other
molecules might be involved in the fight, too. In some studies,
for instance, de-caffeinated coffee also offered protection
against neurodegeneration in a model of Parkinson’s disease.
Coffee contains hundreds of compounds that could potentially interact with the chemistry of the body.
On the search for coffee components that might help slow
Parkinson’s progression, researchers recently focused on a
compound called eicosanoyl-5-hydroxytryptamide (EHT).
EHT is a fatty acid derivative of serotonin found in the waxy
coating of coffee beans. It is not related to caffeine, and previous
studies have shown it to have neuroprotective and anti-inflammatory properties.The researchers, from the Rutgers Robert
Wood Johnson Medical School Institute for Neurological Therapeutics in Piscataway, NJ, recently published their findings in
the journal Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences.
Joining molecular forces
In particular, the researchers wanted to understand whether
caffeine and EHT could work together to fend off Parkinson’s.

Gently stroking babies
reduces pain felt during
medical procedures,
study suggests

progression can be majorly inhibited by early
diagnosis,” said Hazrati.
According to her, the pilot program will
also include teaching the examined people
about how to have a healthy life style, manage
their weight and blood pressure.
“Unfortunately, around 6.5 million Iranians are unaware of their high blood pressure while its prevalence has grown by 62%
compared to 25 years ago,” she regretted.
According to Hazrati, excessive consumption of salt is the main reason for prevalence
of high blood pressure in society.
Last week, the head of the Iranian Heart
Association announced that salt consumption
in Iran is twice as much as global standards.
According to Fereydoun Noohi, the average salt intake among Iranians is around
10-12 grams per day, which is far beyond
standard levels.
On December 23, the Health Ministry’s
department for non-communicable diseases
announced that obesity and overweight have
affected about 65 percent of the country’s
population, while physical inactivity is the
main reason behind.

How coffee might protect against Parkinson’s

9

To investigate, they gave mice doses of caffeine or EHT; some
received them separately, others were given them together. They
then assessed each combination’s ability to reduce the buildup of
alpha-synuclein associated with Parkinson’s disease.
They found that neither compound had a beneficial effect
when given alone. However, when the mice consumed both EHT
and caffeine, there was a significant reduction in protein buildup.
The researchers also demonstrated that mice treated with
a combination of the two compounds performed better in
behavioral tests. Because there are currently no treatments
that slow the progression of Parkinson’s, this finding offers
fresh avenues for drug researchers to tread.
More work to be done
These are early days, but the researchers are keen to
continue their work. Firstly, they plan to investigate the
quantities of these chemicals necessary to impart benefits.
Lead author M. Maral Mouradian explains, “EHT is a
compound found in various types of coffee, but the amount
varies. It is important that the appropriate amount and ratio
be determined so people don’t over-caffeinate themselves,
as that can have negative health consequences.”
(Source: Medical News Today)

A gentle touch can soothe an upset baby and even dull its
perception of pain, according to a UK study which found
light stroking activates touch sensitive nerve endings and
suppresses unpleasant sensations.
University of Oxford researchers studying responses to
painful early-years procedures such as blood tests found stroking has an “optimal velocity” of
3cm per second, which reduced
sensations of pain.
Using an electroencephalogram (EEG), they observed a
measurable reduction in electrical impulses in the brain’s pain
centers among children who
were being lightly stroked but
still reacted to the jab.
“Parents intuitively stroke
their babies at this optimal
velocity,” said senior author
Rebeccah Slater, professor of
pediatric science at the University of Oxford.
“We hypothesized that stroking would reduce pain-related
brain activity, so we were pleased to see it.
“But we didn’t see a reduction in how they reflex their limbs
away from the heel lance. That could mean our intervention
is perhaps causing a dissociation between limb movement
and brain activity.”
The findings, published in the journal Current Biology,
could be incorporated into advice for new parents and for
medical staff in neonatal units, to harness stroking’s side-effect free painkilling properties.
It may also help explain why parenting techniques such as
“kangaroo care” – which involves premature babies being held
close to the skin – can help improve bonding, the researchers said.
The effect is caused by the activation of a group of sensory
nerve cells called c-tactile afferents, which are activated by slow
stroking. The effect has been seen in adults but it wasn’t clear if
it was learned or instinctive.
“There was evidence to suggest that c-tactile afferents can be
activated in babies and that slow, gentle touch can evoke changes
in brain activity in infants,” Professor Slater added.
“Previous work has shown that touch may increase parental
bonding, decrease stress for both the parents and the baby, and
reduce the length of hospital stay.
“Touch seems to have analgesic potential without the risk
of side effects.”
Professor Slater, who worked with researchers from Liverpool
John Moores University on the study, intends to study the effect
on premature babies.
(Source: The Independent)

TASHRIFAT INTERNATIONAL REAL ESTATE AGENCY

SATISFACTIO N
GUARA NTEED

APARTMENT

VILLA

OFFICE

FOR:
EMBASSY/COMPANY

Jordan

Elahiyeh

From 50 to 8000 sq.m available

Farmaniyeh,

Triplex-800 sq.m built up,1000

With all facilities in different

4-storey building,1000 sq.m,

sq.m land,Semi-furn,7

areas

4 Bdrs,fully
furn,260sq.m,spj,$3000
Elahiyeh Chenaran

Bdrs,spj,$9000

Nobody does it better

Fantastic 4 Bdrs,500 Sq.m, for
those seeking the best
Zaferaniyeh
Darous
2Bdrs,fully furn,3rd fl.,brand
new,100 sqm,lobby

Duplex, 4 Bdrs,unfurn,350
sq.m,spj,$8000

1600
Zaferaniyeh-Yekta,
Apartment-villa
French-style

Niavaran
2000 sq.m land,green
garden,500 sq.m built up

3Bdrs,fully furn 360 sq.m.sp,
EURO 5000

Mr. Shahin

area,indoor spj,4Bdrs,fully

09121081212

Jordan

Zaferaniyeh

100 sq.m,3

Triplex villa,800 sq.m,built

rooms,parking,brand new

up,1000 sq.m land,12

3rd fl.,$1700

rooms,$8500

Since: 1987

مالکین محرتم امالک مسکونی و اداری شام را
جهت اجاره به خارجی نیازمندیم

Tel: 22723121

tehranfirstchoice@gmail.com

all facilities,$10000

Niavaran
Valiasre

Triplex villa,2000 sq.m

150 sq.m brand new, all

land,600 sq.m built up ,spj,all

facilities,5th fl.,$2300

facilities,$15000
Darous

Vozara

Duplex villa,600 sq.m built

250 sq.m,all facilities

up,1000 sq.m land ,all

8th fl.,,$4000

facilities,$8000

furn,triplex,$15000
Other areas:

Valiasre-Bagheferdos
3 Bdrs,fully furn,brand
new,5th fl., 150 sq.m ,indoor

Darous

spj,$1900

1000 sq.m land,400 sq.m built

Mirdamad-Naft

up area, flat.4 Bdrs,spj.$7000

3 Bdrs.fully furn,5th fl.,200
sq.m, $ 2000

Jordan

Close to Paladium Shopping
center

850 sq.m land,500 sq.m

3Bdrs,180 sq.m,fully

built up,5 Bdrs,spj,furn/

furn,lobby,sp,garden,$2000

unfurn,duplex,$7000

Mirdamad-Naft

Farmaniyeh

120 sq.m,6th fl., $1700

Aghdasiyeh
Shahrak Gharb

vanak

Shariati-Pasdaran
Valiasre

shariati

Tajrish

pasdaran

Jordan

shahrak gharb

Vanak

saadatabad

Arjantin
Zafar…

4000-3000-5000-4000-1000
sq.m,full,reasonable price

nice cases ready to move in.
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Your 2019 resolution should
be to better understand the
tech you use
2018, after what feels like a stretched bout, has finally come
to an end. And to say those last twelve months have been
one of the most turbulent, jarring periods for the world
of tech would be an understatement.
Phone makers showed how the phones of the future will
bend, Google pulled the plug on a couple of its deserted social
apps (like it does every year), Apple continued its quest for
trying to convince everyone that the iPad is a computer, the
MacBook Air was reborn, Facebook announced an always-on
camera for your home, we learned that Amazon warehouse
employees are forced to skip bathroom breaks (and pee in
a bottle), YouTube claimed the throne for the most disliked
video on its own platform, and even more.

More importantly, though, 2018 will be remembered as
the year when public trust slipped away from the world’s
biggest tech companies. While there are numerous incidents which led to me saying that, here are the ones which
truly stood out.
Data misuse of over fifty million users on Facebook let
Cambridge Analytica influence the U.S.’ presidential election, Google said it tracked Android users even when they
switched off the GPS setting, the Marriott breach compromised personal information of about 500 million guests,
another Facebook leak exposed up to 6.8 million users’
private photos, the WhatsApp misinformation wildfire led
to mob lynchings of nearly thirty innocents in India, you
get the idea. Phew.
If you still have faith in tech companies, well then,
congratulations.
But most of you probably don’t.
By now, you’re most likely wondering whether there’s
even a way out of this mess. If you ask me, that depends
on how much you’re willing to give up. Should you just
dump your smartphone and go back to the good-ol’ days
of feature phone?
No, the more sensible way to handle this to simply
understand the technology you use every day better and
the companies that make them.
Let’s talk about the latter first. None of these tech companies, which claim to care about you and your wellbeing, are
your friends. They’re businesses and no matter how cute their
mascots or advertisements are, the only element they worry
about, at the end of the day, is their revenue. You’ll have to
stop assuming they will take care of your privacy just because
they said so. They won’t. You will have to.
I feel like Apple’s CEO, Tim Cook illustrates our situation quite accurately. A few months ago, he said at a
conference — “Platforms and algorithms that promised
to improve our lives can actually magnify our worst human tendencies. Rogue actors and even governments have
taken advantage of user trust to deepen divisions, incite
violence, and even undermine our shared sense of what is
true and what is false. This crisis is real. It is not imagined
or exaggerated, or crazy.”
He’s right, the so-called smart algorithms which most companies have pushed towards in the last year have also become
an excuse for them to collect more user data.
But this doesn’t mean Tim Cook worries about you either. While he has, time and again, criticized data-collecting practices of its competitors, he has also shaken hands
with them when a large figure was involved. A few months,
when the time had come for Apple to renew the contract
for keeping Google search as the default search engine on
Safari, he didn’t mind. How large of a figure, you ask? Reportedly $9 billion.
When questioned on the hypocritical behavior, Tim Cook
justified the decision by saying Google’s search engine is
the best and their browser has features like private web
browsing to “help” their users. Private web browsing?
Hurray.
The bottom line is you shouldn’t rely on Tim Cook or
any other executive. For, it’s your own data and you are
the only one who should decide how it’s being consumed
or distributed.
Therefore, it’s more crucial than ever that you understand the tech you use every minute of your life. Start
consuming technology in a way you think is appropriate.
Years ago, if you were not familiar with the nuances of
technology, at best, you wouldn’t be able to reboot your
computer. Today, you can end up compromising your
personal information.
You’ll have to know exactly what you are signing up
for when you click that Agree button. The data-hungry
apps are not going anywhere. There’s a reason they’re
free. Even if you aren’t unable to quit entirely, you can
minimize their impact.
Don’t like Google snooping on you all the time? Switch
off the Web & App Activity setting. Not comfortable with
how Facebook handles your personal data? Delete your
account along with the media on it. There will be compromises and even that won’t promise you’re completely
safe. Verify WhatsApp forwards before blindly forwarding
them further. You will just have to figure out which one’s
the least bad.
I’m not going to give you false hope. The forthcoming
year will be no different. It will bring even advancements
on several fronts. Social networks will continue to struggle
with the spread of misinformation and hate speech on their
platforms. Phones will get even more memory and power so
that you can scroll your social feeds at twice the rate.
So brace yourself, put on your seatbelt, and be prepared
for what 2019 has to offer.
(Source: techpp.com)
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Cyber governance, concept
and necessity
1
In general, the governance, can be
process-based, which focuses on effectiveness
of the process, holistic-based, which focuses
on system and phenomenon, predictable that
means a true perception of governance reaction in different situations, responsiveness in
the way clarifies the reason for decision and
responsibility in measures, problem-based
which means being concrete in definite time
and place and finally orientation-based which
means guiding and controlling for raising
and sublimity.
In cyber governance, the governance
is for the concept of cyberspace, which is
different from cyber governance, although
it turns into this concept in the near future.
The meaning of cyber is very simple, however it has several undetected aspects. In
recent years, the virtual and real aspects
of cyberspace being discussed worldwide.
However by the cyberspace, we means a
novel world, which shapes a different kind
of life people never lived before. This novel
world is against the world people lived since
descent of Adam (AS).
The agriculture revolution, the industrial
revolution and some technological transitions
changed the world through centuries. For
example physical rules led to inventing cars,
electric powerhouse, oil extraction, invention
of huge ships and airplanes. However now
in the emerging cyber world, one can create
products according to imagination rules. This
is the deep transition of this emerging world,
which is beyond cyberspace or virtual world.
The emerging cyberspace is devouring today
world and is forming a new world based on
technology, acceleration and convergence.
In that world, all personal and social behaviors is much bigger that the world we live
in, since all the concepts and phenomena
have different aspects.
In cyberspace, which we are on the way to
reach, each natural phenomena is associated
with cyber quality. Cyber car, cyber factory,
cyber city, cyber petrochemistry and even
cyber tree, which are in line with cyberspace.
These emerging phenomena have activism in
the world we used to as well as cyber quality.
Concepts like virtual reality with the help
of cyber physical systems and Internet of
Everything (IoE) - are working on making
physical effect on cyber things. Cyber professor assistant for boosting educational
effectiveness, cyber assistant for negotiations in order to shed light on different
complicated aspects of negotiation, cyber
strategist assistant for military commander
are some examples for cyber fulfilment in
physical aspects.
It seems like that we approach the imaginary world, which is vast and propagated
worldwide, a world in which the presence
and absence of mind is not effective in its
being, a global tangible consistent imagination is forming.

Though this cyberspace is biased. The
change of identities and cultures are traceable
under the influence of the cyberspace. The
cyberspace is not limited to technological
field but it encompassed the social human
space and is a social and cogitative field. The
cognitive struggle and change of religious
and national identity cannot be denied with
the emergence of cyberspace. These changes
are hidden under the technological attractions, being up-to-date, digital marketing
and social media.
In cyberspace one can recognized two
orientations: first the strategic dominance
for U.S. and the corporations and the second
globalization of western lifestyle. The fullscale dominance is one of the principles of
power in cyberspace. With the help of flow
of personal, social and national information
data in different services and networks, and
the owners of cyber technologies and governments collect and analyze the information
through big data analytics techniques, which
leads to modern colonization.
In fact, mental programming and management leads to cultural, economic and
political engineering for the U.S. and the
corporations who owns the infrastructures
of global services. On the other side, modern western lifestyle is globalized with its
special economic and cultural approaches.
The fulfillment of this kind of lifestyle in not
only in content released by the cyberspace
but also in the forms of connection and relationship. In fact, the material and form help
the creator to make a service in cyberspace.
In cyberspace, cyber soft and hard power
are mingled with lifestyle.
Accordingly cyber governance is a collection of procedures that reassures the cyber
existence with fulfilment of a chain of values
to achieve the main goals. We can take these
measures for programming cyber governance

in accordance with the goals of the Islamic
Republic of Iran revolution:
1. The ultimate goal setting for cyber
governance: the goals in cyber governance
is similar to the principles and goals of the
Islamic Republic of Iran revolution in the
way that would be effective in the future of
cyber norms. The goals and principles of
Islam and the Islamic Revolution should
not be normalized with the dictated cyber
space in future. In fact, when program for
future 50 years is planned for Iran, the officials should have emerging cyberspace in
mind. Unfortunately it is not regarded in
Islamic-Iranian model of progress. So the
first step for planning cyber governance is
tracing ideal future for cyberspace in Iran with
a view, which considered technology and the
goals of Islamic Republic of Iran revolution
and solidity of inter-cyber structures.
In this way, there is no need to coordinate
cyber governance and the Islamic Revolution
perspective.
2. Establishment of cyber tactful mega
policies: The cyber mega policies should be
set tactfully. Leader of the Islamic Revolution Ayatollah Seyyed Ali Khamenei define
tactfulness, as an insight according to which,
one can comprehend the covered spiritual
interactions, beyond the realities exists in
material world. The politic should be determine with true understanding of the truth
and nature of the existing cyber and improve
its nature into the favorite one with the help
of useful elements. The cyber tactful policy is
necessary for the critical encounter of cyber
factors in technology, cognition and governance (including their elements) and the aims
of the Islamic Revolution cyber governance. In
this case, the ideal governance in a definitive
value system is fulfilled. One should keep
in mind that this encounter is layered. In
this case, the evolutionary model leads the

cyber society into the sublime goals of the
Islamic governance step by step.
3. The roles and responsibilities: according to mega policies, it is necessary to
consider division of labor in each politic to
fulfill the main goals of cyber governance. In
national division of labor and institutional
mapping of the main roles, the supervisor
and supporter for dominance of policies
in compiling downstream documents and
operation are defined. Whereas, cyber has
a vast tangible and intangible dimension,
it is necessary that the guiding policy and
following policy as well as the relation
between the activists in each policy are
determined. Otherwise the technology
development may lead to a cultural or
identity challenge. The solution for this
division of labor is a mapping road, which
leads to fulfilment of policies that are the
main goals of the governance.
4. Cyber tactful attitude: The policy
makers, people and managers need some
preliminaries for correct cyber manner which
is called cyber tactful attitude, the concept is
more exact than cyber literacy. The attitude
is beyond the outward layers of cyber and
focuses on the deep understanding of inner
cyber. The cyber tactful attitude begins from
self-knowledge, knowing enemy and cyber
knowing to a collection of moral and behavior
disciplines to form the tactful attitude in
cyberspace. This kind of attitude for activists
in cyberspace fulfill the politics with the help
of tactful intention and attitude.
5. Control systems and continuous
surveillance: cyberspace and its technologies provide a dynamic place for services
and interactions. The arranging of control systems for policies and strategies is
necessary for sustainable and cyber-based
movements. Controlling policies both monitors theories which leads to policies and
control the achievement to main goals for
governance. The control and surveillance
should be continuous and progressive in
order to prevent the wasting of resources and investments. Also the controlling
system should have power and influence
in order to prevent personal views, which
are against mega policies.
Cyberspace lies ahead. We are in transitional period. This technological turning
point can bring us a good life in the emerging
cyberspace if we can understand its importance and act in line with Islamic governance.
In this way, the cyberspace can be a great
place for Islamic civilization in modern era.
Neither the cyber governance should be reduced to a useless technological government,
nor be highlighted to an important system
that is coordinated with mental and cultural
framework. Cyber is a reality, which should
be recreated and propelled with a firm and
effective structures of governance to strength
national interest and propel it.

3D-printed robot hand plays the piano

Scientists have developed a 3D-printed robotic hand
which can play simple musical phrases on the piano by
just moving its wrist. And while the robot is no virtuoso,
it demonstrates just how challenging it is to replicate all
the abilities of a human hand, and how much complex
movement can still be achieved through design.
The robot hand, developed by researchers at the University of Cambridge, was made by 3D-printing soft and
rigid materials together to replicate of all the bones and
ligaments -- but not the muscles or tendons -- in a human
hand. Even though this limited the robot hand’s range of
motion compared to a human hand, the researchers found
that a surprisingly wide range of movement was still possible
by relying on the hand’s mechanical design.
Using this ‘passive’ movement -- in which the fingers cannot move independently -- the robot was able to
mimic different styles of piano playing without changing
the material or mechanical properties of the hand. The
results, reported in the journal Science Robotics, could
help inform the design of robots that are capable of more
natural movement with minimal energy use.
Complex movement in animals and machines results
from the interplay between the brain (or controller),
the environment and the mechanical body. The mechanical properties and design of systems are important
for intelligent functioning, and help both animals and
machines to move in complex ways without expending
unnecessary amounts of energy.
“We can use passivity to achieve a wide range of movement
in robots: walking, swimming or flying, for example,” said
Josie Hughes from Cambridge’s Department of Engineering,
the paper’s first author. “Smart mechanical design enables us
to achieve the maximum range of movement with minimal
control costs: we wanted to see just how much movement
we could get with mechanics alone.”

Over the past several years, soft components have begun
to be integrated into robotics design thanks to advances in
3D printing techniques, which has allowed researchers to
add complexity to these passive systems.
The human hand is incredibly complex, and recreating all of its dexterity and adaptability in a robot is a
massive research challenge. Most of today’s advanced
robots are not capable of manipulation tasks which
small children can perform with ease.
“The basic motivation of this project is to understand
embodied intelligence, that is, the intelligence in our mechanical body,” said Fumiya Iida, who led the research.
“Our bodies consist of smart mechanical designs such as
bones, ligaments, and skins that help us behave intelligently
even without active brain-led control. By using the stateof-the-art 3D printing technology to print human-like
soft hands, we are now able to explore the importance of
physical designs, in isolation from active control, which is
impossible to do with human piano players as the brain

cannot be ‘switched off’ like our robot.”
“Piano playing is an ideal test for these passive systems,
as it’s a complex and nuanced challenge requiring a significant range of behaviors in order to achieve different
playing styles,” said Hughes.
The robot was ‘taught’ to play by considering how the
mechanics, material properties, environment and wrist actuation all affect the dynamic model of the hand. By actuating
the wrist, it is possible to choose how the hand interacts
with the piano, allowing the embodied intelligence of the
hand to determine how it interacts with the environment.
The researchers programmed the robot to play a number of
short musical phrases with clipped (staccato) or smooth (legato)
notes, achieved through the movement of the wrist. “It’s just the
basics at this point, but even with this single movement, we can
still get quite complex and nuanced behavior,” said Hughes.
Despite the limitations of the robot hand, the researchers
say their approach will drive further research into the underlying principles of skeletal dynamics to achieve complex
movement tasks, as well as learning where the limitations
for passive movement systems lie.
“This approach to mechanical design can change how we
build robotics,” said Iida. “The fabrication approach allows
us to design mechanically intelligent structures in a way
that is highly scalable.”
“We can extend this research to investigate how we can
achieve even more complex manipulation tasks: developing
robots which can perform medical procedures or handle fragile objects, for instance,” said Hughes. “This approach also
reduces the amount of machine learning required to control
the hand; by developing mechanical systems with intelligence
built in, it makes control much easier for robots to learn.”
The research was funded by the Engineering and Physical
Sciences Research Council (EPSRC).
(Source: sciencedaily.com)

Advanced brain simulator to help understand neurological disorder

In a bid to improve understanding of neurological disorders, researchers have created a
fast and energy-efficient simulation of part
of a rat brain by using computer chip manufacturer Nvidia’s Artificial Intelligence (AI)
compute platform.
Developing faster and more efficient simulators could increase the level of understanding
the brain function and identify how damage
to a particular structure in neurons can lead
to deficits in brain function.

According to a study for creating the
simulator, the researchers used computer
hardware designed for 3D games.
The study showed that a single Graphics
Processing Unit (GPU) was able to achieve
processing speeds up to 10 per cent faster
than is currently possible using either a supercomputer or the SpiNNaker neuromorphic
system, a custom-built machine.
The team was also able to achieve energy
savings of 10 times compared to either the

SpiNNaker or supercomputer simulations.
The academics hope that the flexibility
and power of GPUs means that they could
play a key role in creating simulators capable
of running models that begin to approach
the complexity of the human brain.
“Our work shows that, in the near term,
they (GPUs) are a competitive design for
high performance computing and have the
potential to make advances far beyond where
CPUs have brought us to so far,” said Thom-

as Nowotny Professor of Informatics at the
University of Sussex in Britain.
“We are very impressed by the use of the
Nvidia AI compute platform for brain simulations spear-headed at the University of Sussex
and are glad we are able to support research
at the leading edge of computational neuroscience as well as AI,” Chris Emerson, Head
of Higher-Education and Research Sales in
UK and Ireland at Nvidia, said in a statement.
(Source: gadgets.ndtv.com)
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Korean guardrail safety barrier
system on a roll to safety
Rolling barriers to minimize the impact of accidents
A Korean company that specializes in
guardrail systems and traffic cones has
developed a new barrier system that
incorporates rollers to absorb impact and
steer vehicle back into the traffic.
Concrete barriers and conventional metal
guardrail system are effective, but cause
major damage to the impacting vehicle and
the guardrail itself. ETI ltd (Evolution in
Traffic Innovation) believe their softer
guardrail system will protect drivers from
the impact shock and save lives.
The rolling barrier system is designed
to do more than absorb impact energy, it
converts that energy into rotational energy
which propels the vehicle back into its lane
instead of through or into an immovable
barrier.

The rollers are made from tough ethylenevinyl acetate (EVA) which has excellent shock
absorption power. EVA has superior flexibility
and elasticity than other polyethylene vinyl
materials.
The three-dimensional rotating barrels
are covered in high intensity reflective
sheeting which increase delineation and
make the barrier highly visibility to help
prevent accidents.
The rollers prevent second collision
accidents and lane departure, guiding a
vehicle in the traffic flow direction to prevent
rear-end collisions with following cars.
Maintenance is simple as sections and
individual rollers can be easily and quickly
replaced.
(Source: Highways Today)

Vital ecosystems in tidal flats lost to
development and rising sea levels

Macaques take turns
while chattering

Coastal development and sea level rise are
causing the decline of tidal flats along the
world’s coastlines, according to research
that has mapped the ecosystems for the
first time.
Scientists from the University of New
South Wales (UNSW) and the University
of Queensland used machine-learning to
analyse more than 700,000 satellite images
to map the extent of and change in tidal
flats around the globe.
The study, published in Nature, found
tidal flat ecosystems in some countries
declined by as much as 16% in the years
from 1984 to 2016.
Tidal flats are mud flats, sand flats or
wide rocky reef platforms that are important
coastal ecosystems. They act as buffers to
storms and sea level rise and provide habitat
for many species, including migratory birds
and fish nurseries.
Almost 50% of the global extent of tidal
flats is concentrated in just eight countries:
Indonesia, China, Australia, the U.S., Canada, India, Brazil and Myanmar.
Nicholas Murray, the study’s lead author
and a senior research fellow at the center for
ecosystem science at the University of New
South Wales, said because tidal flats were
often at least partially covered by water they
had been difficult to monitor in the past.
“This is a big ecosystem,” he said. “It’s
all over the planet and highly susceptible
to threats but we haven’t known where
they are, which has limited the ability to
monitor them.”
The research team worked with Google

Japanese monkeys mimic conversational call-and-response pauses
of humans.
When polite people talk, they take
turns speaking and adjust the timing
of their responses on the fly. So do
wild macaques, a team of Japanese
ethologists reports.
Analysis of 20-minute vocal exchanges involving 15 adult female
Japanese macaques (Macaca fuscata)
revealed that the monkeys altered
their conversational pauses depending
on how quickly others answered, the
researchers report in a study in an
upcoming issue of Current Zoology.
It’s unclear whether the monkeys
were actually talking in any way analogous to how humans converse. While
macaques have the vocal equipment
to form humanlike words, their brains
are unable to transform that vocal potential into human talk. The primates
instead communicate in grunts, coos
and other similar sounds.
But the length of pauses between
those grunts and coos closely match
the length of pauses in human chats,
says coauthor Noriko Katsu of the
University of Tokyo.
The researchers analyzed 64 vocal
exchanges, called bouts, between at
least two monkeys that were recorded between April and October 2012
at the Iwatayama Monkey Park in
Kyoto, Japan. The team found that
the median length of time between

and used its computing resources to analyse
every satellite image ever collected of the
world’s coastlines.
They found that tidal flats, as an ecosystem, were as extensive globally as mangroves and that coastal development and
sea level rise, in particular, were causing
their decline.
In parts of China and western Europe,
they found tidal flats that were up to 18km
wide. In Australia, they occur all over the
country, including places such as Moreton
Bay in Queensland and along the Gulf of
Carpentaria.
For 17% of the world, there was enough
data available to measure declines from
1984 to 2016.
In these locations, which were mostly in
China, the U.S. and countries in the Middle
East, they found declines in tidal flats of 16%.
For a further 61% of the world, there was
enough data to analyse changes from 1999
to 2016 and the research showed declines
of 3.1% in this period.
Murray said airports, aquaculture and
other infrastructure that had been built on
top of tidal flats in countries such as China
were major threats. Reduced sediment flows
from rivers around the world had also led
to a reduced amount of sediment being
deposited as tidal flats.
Murray said dams were one of the major drivers of reduced sediment flows from
rivers. He said further analysis would be
needed of the ongoing impact of the other
key threat – sea level rise.
(Source: The Guardian)

the end of one monkey’s calls and
the beginning of another’s was 250
milliseconds — similar to the average
200 milliseconds in conversational
pause time between humans. That
makes the macaques’ gaps between
turns in chattering one of the shortest
call-and-response pauses yet measured in nonhuman primates.
The quick response time suggests
the macaques are not calling out in
habit, but are taking turns and coordinating their vocalizations, says Isaac
David Schamberg, a primatologist
at Harvard University who was not
involved in the study.
“Monkey vocalizations are not
static and automatic; they’re dynamic and conversational,” Schamberg
says. Vocal pauses were also reported
in marmosets in a 2013 study published in Current Biology, but with
much longer gaps averaging three to
five seconds.
The new study highlights an “area in
which monkey vocalizations, studied
in their social context, function in
some ways like human speech,” says
Robert Seyfarth, a primatologist at the
University of Pennsylvania who wasn’t
involved in the study. Understanding
primates’ vocal patterns could help
reveal “the conditions under which
language might have evolved from
the paralinguistic communication
of our ancestors.”
(Source: ScienceNews)

Novel drug to fight Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s developed
The drug is made up of “supercharged” vitamin A, which is
found in vegetables like sprouts and carrots and miniature
cabbages.
Scientists have developed a drug with potential to stop
the breakdown of nerves and brain cells that may lead
to Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s and motor neuron disease.
Alzheimer’s disease is the most common type of dementia,
which includes memory loss, confusion and problems
with speech and understanding. The drug is made up of
“supercharged” vitamin A, which is found in vegetables
like sprouts and carrots and miniature cabbages, the Daily
Mail reported.
The study showed that vitamin A turns into a chemical
called retinoic acid when broken down by the body, which is
crucial for the development of the nervous system. Higher

levels of retinoic acid in the body could halt nerve damage
and boost the number of nerve cells. “We are moving
forward with a new therapeutic which could be used to
help people with Alzheimer’s disease,” Peter McCaffery,
lead author and Professor from the Aberdeen University
in Scotland, was quoted as saying.
“Our work is still at an early stage but we believe this
is a positive development and the new drugs seem to
protect nerve cells” he added. With vitamin A making
a difference, it is important to find ways of tackling
neurological conditions, McCaffery said. In addition,
the drug may also benefit ALS or Lou Gehrig’s disease,
which affects the muscles of the arms, legs, mouth and
respiratory system.
(Source: ZEENEWS)

Simple sugars wipe out beneficial gut bugs
We all know that stuffing our faces with sweet
treats is not good for us. In part because it’s
bad for the health-promoting bacteria that
inhabit our intestines. Now, researchers have
figured out how simple sugars wipe out a
particular strain of beneficial gut microbes.
“.The underlying assumption that existed
in the literature was that simple sugars such
as fructose and sucrose which are prevalent
in Western diet are not good for humans.”
Yale professor of Microbial Pathogenesis
Eduardo Groisman, who led the study.
Simple sugars…like those in high fructose
corn syrup or the table sugar formally known

as sucrose…were thought to be absorbed in
the small intestine, so a lot of our gut bacteria
would never actually be exposed to them.
Because fiber and complex carbs, made of
long chains of sugar molecules, are harder to
digest…they make it all the way to the large
intestine, where they promote the growth
of good bugs like Bacteroides thetaiotaomicron…a microbe found in individuals who
are healthy and lean.
“But now what our work actually shows
is that both fructose and sucrose do make it
to the colon where the microbiota exist. And
second that these sugars impact a good bacte-

rium even though nutrition is not involved.”
In other words, the bacteria are not using fructose and sucrose as food. Instead,
the sugars serve as signals that shut down
production of a protein that beneficial Bacteroides need to colonize the intestine. The
findings appear in the Proceedings of the
National Academy of Sciences.
Groisman says he’d like to explore whether
complex polysaccharides can save Bacteroides
from this sugary death sentence. Because
then maybe we can eat cake and have our
gut bugs too.
(Source: Scientific American)
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Madagascar pochard:
World’s rarest bird
gets new home
The rarest bird in the world - a species of duck called the Madagascar
pochard - has been given a new home in time for the new year.
An international team of researchers released 21 of the birds
at a lake in the north of Madagascar.
It is a step towards the recovery of a species that just over a
decade ago was thought to be extinct.
Rescuing the species could also be a first step in protecting
Madagascar’s threatened wetlands.

Why is this species under such threat?
When it wasn’t seen for 15 years, the Madagascar pochard
was believed to have been wiped out completely. Then a tiny
group of the birds was rediscovered in 2006 at one remote lake.
These were the last 25 Madagascar pochards on the planet.
Wetland habitats in the country have been so polluted and
damaged that these few remaining birds had been forced into
this last untouched area.
But, as Rob Shaw, head of conservation programs at the Wildfowl
and Wetlands Trust (WWT) explained to BBC News, they were
only “clinging on to existence in a place not really suited to them”.
Their last pristine refuge was too deep and too cold for the
pochards to thrive.
“The threats that they face across the rest of Madagascar - and
why they’ve been wiped out so extensively - are vast,” explained
Rob Shaw.
“They range from sedimentation, invasive species, pollution,
poor agricultural practises - a whole suite of problems that create
the perfect storm making it very difficult for a species like the
Madagascar pochard to survive.”
How has the species been rescued?
In a painstaking effort - it has taken more than a decade of
work. The international team, which included WWT, Durrell
Wildlife Conservation Trust, The Peregrine Fund and the Government of Madagascar, rescued a clutch of pochard eggs and
raised them in captivity.
They then scoured Madagascar for the best site to bring the
captive-bred birds back to the wild, settling on Lake Sofia in the
north of the country.
The team has worked closely with the local communities
around the lake that rely on its water, fish and plants, as WWT’s
Nigel Jarrett explained: “It takes a village to raise a child, so the
old African proverb goes - but in this case it has taken a village
to raise a duck. We have been preparing for this moment for
over a decade. “
“Working with local communities to solve the issues which
were driving this bird to extinction has been essential to giving
the pochard a chance of survival.”
The team hopes that making this reintroduction a success
- and bringing back a bird that was on the very brink of extinction - will provide a powerful example, not just for how to save
the most threatened species but how communities can support
both people and wildlife in such valuable habitats, even in areas
of significant poverty.
(Source: BBC)

China probe readies to land on
dark side of the moon: Xinhua
A Chinese space probe is moving into position to land on the
dark side of the moon for the first time, the official Xinhua news
agency reported on Sunday, a mission seen as an important step
as the country looks to push forward its space program.
The probe, the Chang’e-4, entered a planned orbit on Sunday
“to prepare for the first-ever soft landing on the far side of the
moon”, the news agency said, citing the China National Space
Administration. It didn’t say when the landing would occur.
The moon is tidally locked to Earth, rotating at the same rate
that it orbits our planet, so the far side - or the “dark side” - is
never visible from Earth. Previous spacecraft have seen the far
side of the moon, but none has landed on it.

China launched the Chang’e-4 probe earlier this month, carried
by a Long March-3B rocket. It includes a lander and a rover to
explore the surface of the moon.
Xinhua said that the probe had entered an elliptical lunar orbit
at 08.55 Beijing time, which brought it at its closest point just 15
kilometers away from the surface of the moon. The Chang’e-4
first entered a lunar orbit on Dec. 12.
The tasks of the Chang’e-4 include astronomical observation,
surveying the moon’s terrain, landform and mineral composition,
and measuring the neutron radiation and neutral atoms to study
the environment on the far side of the moon.
China aims to catch up with Russia and the United States to
become a major space power by 2030. It is planning to launch
construction of its own manned space station next year.
However, while China has insisted its ambitions are purely
peaceful, the U.S. Defense Department has accused it of pursuing
activities aimed at preventing other nations from using spacebased assets during a crisis.
The space control center will select a “proper time” to land the
probe on the far side of the moon, Xinhua reported. Its descent
is being aided by a relay satellite, the Queqiao, or Magpie Bridge.
(Source: Reuters)
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Education minister celebrates
New Year with Christian
students
S O C I E T Y TEHRAN — Iranian Education Minister Mod
e
s
k hammad Bat’haei celebrated the New Year
with Christian students at Gouhar School in Tehran on Tuesday,
Fars news agency reported on Tuesday.
Upon his visit to the school, Bat’haei wished a happy New
Year for the students and their families as well.
Christianity has a long history in Iran but it has always been
a minority religion relative to the majority state religions (Shia
Islam). According to a survey conducted by Iran’s Statistical
Center from Iranian calendar year 1335 (March 1956-March 1957)
to 1390 (March 2011-March 2012) the population of religious
minorities has decreased in Iran. They constituted 3 percent of
the 75 million population in the year 1390.

Green standards to be set for
retrofitting schools
ENVIRONMENT TEHRAN — Green standards for retrofitting
d
e
s
k schools in line with environmental sustainability
are being developed in an initiative between the organization for
renovation, development and equipment of schools and Shiraz
University, the organization’s deputy director has said.
Environmental responsibility in school has led to the emergence
of a variety of criteria to administer green schools’ contributions
to sustainability. Green school criteria being initiated worldwide,
consists of waste management, waste reduction, biodiversity,
energy, water, transport, health, global sustainability, healthy
nutrition, citizenship and climate change. Countries considering
their own socioeconomic and cultural characteristics must be able
to adapt these criteria into their own particular circumstances.
Adopting schools with green standards and criteria is
one of the organization’s main policies, Fars quoted Emad
Makhdoumi as saying on Tuesday.
“Training courses are being held for the experts and architects
to promote their knowledge of green management policy and implement the green standards to the schools nationwide,” he added.
He went on to note that the organization for renovation, development and equipment of schools and Shiraz University have
signed a memorandum of understanding to draw up green school
criteria, which will include climate change.

Bike sharing program to
develop in Tehran: mayor
ENVIRONMENT TEHRAN — Bicycle sharing program will
d
e
s
k be developed in the capital city of Tehran in
a bid to reduce air pollution, Tehran Mayor Pirouz Hanachi
said on Tuesday.
Developing the bike sharing program as well as public transportation would play a key role in cutting air pollution as well as
diseases [linked to physical inactivity] in the capital, IRNA news
agency quoted Hanachi as saying.
He made the remarks while cycling from home to work accompanied by his deputies and some journalists. Since he took office as the
mayor on December 2 he has taken part in the “car-free Tuesdays”
campaign and either cycle to work or use public transport.
Car-free Tuesdays campaign kicked off in 2016 by Mohammad
Bakhtiari, majored in architecture and a member of a local NGO
and it aimed to decrease the number of private cars in the cities
hence mitigate air pollution.
Hanachi also said that the municipality is negotiating with
bicycle manufacturing companies as well as knowledge-based
companies to try to reduce the costs of electric bikes.
The key measure which should be taken to slash to costs of
electric bikes is domestic production of them, he suggested, adding
that electric bikes and motorcycles should replace carbureted
vehicles to tackle air pollution.
He also noted that instead of granting subsidies to electric bikes
the municipality is planning on developing bike sharing programs.
In December 2018 new bikes based on Internet of Things
(IoT) were placed for the first time into stations for use in Tehran.
Some 300 bikes have been inaugurated in district 2 of the capital.
Bike-sharing scheme was first introduced by the Iranian startup
Bdood in August 2018 in an attempt to address air pollution in
the metropolis of Tehran.
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E-waste segregation, recycling
site opens in Tehran

ENVIRONMENT TEHRAN — An elecd
e
s
k tronic waste (e-waste)
segregation and recycling site was inaugurated in district 22 of Tehran on
Monday, ISNA news agency reported.
E-waste is a term for electronic products
that have become unwanted, non-working
or obsolete, and have essentially reached
the end of their useful life. Because technology advances at such a high rate, many
electronic devices become “trash” after a
few short years of use. E-waste is created
from anything electronic: computers, TVs,
monitors, cell phones, PDAs, VCRs, CD
players, fax machines, printers, etc.
“Technology advancement have given rise to e-waste generation worldwide
and recycling such waste is essential for
safeguarding the environment,” deputy
mayor of district 22 for urban services
and environment said.
In general recycling and reusing all
sorts of waste is cost-effective and also
have a number of benefits for the environment, Safaei Kheiratian highlighted.
The treatment capacity of the newly
set-up e-waste recycling site is currently
80 tons per month which is planned to

The treatment capacity of the newly set-up
e-waste recycling site is currently 80 tons
per month which is planned to increase to
150 tons monthly.

Nutritional properties of honey from native
stingless bees in Yucatan Peninsula, Mexico
J.F. Martínez-Puc, W. Cetzal-Ix,
S. K. Basu and P. Zandi
It is estimated that currently there are
more than 6000 species of stingless bees,
of which 56 genera are found in tropical
and subtropical areas of the world.
Around 400 species have been reported so far from the Neotropical region;
however, it is estimated that there are
more than 100 species to be described.
In the breeding of native stingless bees
(NSBs) or meliponiculture, the honey of some
bee species have been studied (e.g., Melipona beecheii, M. trinitatis and M. favosa);
where significant differences were observed
in the physicochemical characteristics in
comparison with the honey produced by the
honeybees (Apis mellifera L.), highlighting
mainly its high moisture content.
The NSB honey presents a great variability in terms of color, aroma, flavor
and degree of viscosity. These characteristics confer peculiarity to each type,
depending on individual bee species,
source of nectar and the geographical
region where they are established.
The NSB honey differ from those produced by A. mellifera, because they are
less sweet, contain a lower concentration
of sugar and more humid and does not
crystallize. Hence, they can be successfully preserved for more than 23 years.
In addition, they have a higher total
acidity, which justifies their unique stability despite their high moisture content.
Due to the importance of meliponiculture
in the Yucatan Peninsula, Mexico; and its
important therapeutic uses, there is an

interest in obtaining scientific information
on the physicochemical characteristics,
antibacterial activity and botanical origin
of honey obtained from these NSB species.
The honey produced by NSB are stored
in cells, built mainly in pots or amphoras,
where the workers store the nectar and
add certain enzymes that result in the
transformation of nectar to honey.
The honey elaborated by the adult
bees is used to feed their young and
other bees of the colony, storing it in
special cells for their possible use during
the unfavorable periods. It is important to note that their characteristics
are different from A. mellifera honey
and represent an excellent source of
nutrition. However, further research is
needed to properly evaluate the role of
NSB honey on human nutrition.
J.F. Martínez-Puc and W. Cetzal-Ix
are scientists working at Nacional de
México, Instituto Tecnológico de Chiná,
Calle 11 entre 22 y 28 Colonia Centro
Chiná 24050, Campeche, México. They
are experts in bee research from Mexico
and doing surveys on Mexican apiaries.
Cetzal-Ix is a foremost expert on tropical
orchids and melliferos vegetation.

Iranian children win title at
international abacus contest

Key vocabulary

Supplementary vocabulary

Congress: The national legislative body of the United States,
consisting of the Senate and the House of Representatives
Capitol Hill: a hill in Washington, D.C., where the Capitol
Building sits and Congress meets
bestow: to present as a gift or an honor; confer
arduous: difficult to accomplish; strenuous
prosperity: an economic state of growth with rising profits
and full employment
(Source: irlanguage.com)

Expert predicts 10-day ‘cold spell’
as of Jan. 5 in Iran

ENVIRONMENT TEHRAN — Eminent
d
e
s
k meteorologist professor
Hossein Ardakani told Tasnim news agency
that a cold spell will hit the country and heavy
snow will start, leaving freezing weather for
10 days on January 5-15.
A very cold weather flows from the Prince
Gustav Adolf Sea, a marginal sea of the Arctic
Ocean located in Canada, to the north European
countries and moves to the central Europe and
the Black Sea, and eventually crosses the Eastern
Mediterranean region, Ardakani explained.
The cold weather flow will result in snow
and rainfalls in all parts of the western, northwestern, eastern and northern provinces of
the country, as well as northern and southern
Alborz province and Zagros region, except
southeastern parts of the country, he added.
“It is anticipated that after the snow falls,
the country will experience a temperature of
several degrees below absolute zero during
a 10-day period called cold spell,” he added.
He further warned that farmers, as well as
Road Maintenance & Transportation Organization, would take the necessary measures.
Meanwhile, Ahad Vazifeh, a weatherman
with the Iran’s Meteorological Organization
(IMO), told IRNA that the anticipation of
remaining cold spell and freezing weather in the country is not reliable due to the
organization’s forecast.
There is a cold weather flow entering
the country on Thursday, which will not
cause large amounts of snow, and areas such
as the Northwest, the Zagros and Alborz
Mountains might receive snowfalls, but not
the whole country, he added.
Additionally, the former head of Atmospheric Science and Metrological Research Center

Mohammad Taqi Zamanian, said that Ardakani
is an experienced meteorological professor,
whose predictions are usually accurate.
He went on to say that the IMO usually
uses Global Forecast System database, which
does not provide long-term forecasts.
“Ardakani also have access to the same
information as the Meteorological Organization, but he has been observing and analyzing weather maps and movements of air
flows for over 50 years and is surely able
to predict the movement of atmospheric
systems,” he noted.
In November 2018, Ardakani also forecasted
that precipitation will be higher than normal in
autumn and winter this year, and the amount
of rainfall the country received during autumn,
almost quadrupled compared to last year.
In a recent report, IMO highlighted that during
the last month of autumn and winter, the country’s mean precipitation will meet normal levels.
According to data released on January
1 by the National Drought Warning and
Monitoring Center since the beginning of
autumn, Iran received 94.1 millimeters of
rain on average which quadruples last year’s
precipitation rate of 29.6 millimeters, the
amount also indicates a rise compared to
the long-term average of 70 millimeters.
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Announcement of the contractors' qualification for a package included New Secondary Metallurgical Facilities and One New single strand Wide Slab Continuous Casting Machine with all
auxiliaries in EPC, EPCF condition at KSC

Presidential Speech

solemn: serious, formal
vest: to give (someone) the legal right or power to do something
Godspeed: used to wish success to someone who is going away
resolution: a formal statement of agreement
tenuous: flimsy, weak, or uncertain

increase to 150 tons monthly, Kheiratian
added.
A waste collection telephone hotline
has been established for the convenience of citizens in district 22 as well, he
concluded.
According to the bostonelectronicwaste.com, most electronics that are
improperly thrown away contain some
form of harmful materials such as beryllium, cadmium, mercury and lead. These
materials might be trace elements, but
when added up in volume, the threat to
the environment is significant. Besides
adding harmful elements to the environment, improper disposal of e-waste
is a recycling opportunity lost. Almost
all electronic waste contains some form
of recyclable material, including plastic,
glass and metals.
In late September, Hamed Mazandarani, director of a knowledge-based company active in waste recycling, announced
that some 8 kilograms of electronic waste
per person is produced annually in Iran.
He added that e-waste accounts for 2
percent of the total waste generated in
the country.

Khouzestan Steel Company

LEARN ENGLISH
A: Good evening, my fellow Americans. Three days from now,
after a half-century of service of our country, I shall lay down
the responsibilities of office as, in a traditional and solemn
ceremony, the authority of the Presidency is vested in my
successor. This evening I come to you with a message of leavetaking and farewell, and to share a few final thoughts with
you, my countrymen.
A: Like every other citizen, I wish the new President, and all
who will labor with him, Godspeed. I pray that the coming
years will be blessed with peace and prosperity for all.
A: Our people expect their President and the Congress to find
essential agreement on questions of great importance, the wise
resolution of which will better shape the future of our great
nation. My own relations with Congress began on a remote
and tenuous basis when, long ago, a member of the Senate
appointed me to West Point. I then had the pleasure of building
more intimate relationship with Congress during the war and
immediate post-war period. Finally, we have progressed to
the mutually interdependent relationship we’ve had during
these past eight years.
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S O C I E T Y TEHRAN — Iranian team consisting of 35
d
e
s
k talented children have ranked first in different
categories of the 18th Pan Pacific Abacus and Mental Arithmetic
Association Global Abacus and Mental Arithmetic Championships
held in Malaysia on Sunday.
Over 765 children from 24 countries participated in the event.
Out of 35 Iranian girls and boys, 28 won the title as the “champion”,
two children got title as the “champion of champions”, and four others
were ranked as the “first winner”, Fars news agency reported on Monday.
Children categorized in 5 different age groups, including age
5-7 as group A, 8-9 group B, 10-11 group C, 12-14 group D and 15
or older in group E, annually attend the contest solving multiple
math equations, including division, multiplication, square root,
cube root, fractions, time, etc.
In group A, one managed to win the title as the champion of
champions, 7 won the title as the champion and 2 became the first
winners. In group B, one Iranian child was named as the champion
of champions, 9 were crowned as champions and one became first
winners. In group C, 9 became champions and also in group D, 3 were
named as champions. And in group E, one became the first winner.
Different countries, including, Taiwan, Thailand, Canada, Hong
Kong, the United States, South Africa, Vietnam, South Korea, Lebanon, Saudi Arabia, Australia, India, Russia, China, Kazakhstan, the
United Arab Emirates, Uzbekistan, Egypt, Tajikistan, and Yemen
attended the international competition.
The championship, organized by a non-profit organization
established in 1999, is an example of what can be achieved with
early intervention in abacus math and mental arithmetic education.
The purpose of the competition is to allow for the observation of
mental arithmetic skills from all countries, to promote abacus
and mental arithmetic education, and to improve friendships
among participants from around the world.
Thailand will host the next year’s edition of the event.

Khouzestan Steel Company (KSC) intends to build a new secondary metallurgy line (LF, VD /
VOD; included all related auxiliaries) & a new single strand wide slab continuous casting machine
including all related auxiliaries. The location is in existing steelmaking indoor and the required
molten steel is provided by current melt shop.
The features of the slab casting :
• Capacity
1.2 MTPA ( good Slab )
• Width
1200 - 2200 mm
• Thickness
200 - 300 mm
Companies interested in taking part the tender having the following qualifications,
can declare their readiness:
1. Technological Knowledge of secondary metallurgy lines and slab continuous casting.
2. Experienced in executing EPC, EPCF or Turn-key secondary metallurgy line
projects, slab continuous casting machines or similar steel making projects.
3. Having the ability of financing or taking the final product as reimbursement after
the completion of the project is preferred.
4. Equipment must be supplied from European Companies in Europe or other
countries under their license with European Union Countries Standards.
The interested companies shall send the following documents to KSC by the date : 26 January 2019
1. The lists and references (Name, Location, Scope, Capacity and the Contract
Price) of similar projects, EPC or Engineering, Procurement, Construction
Separately
2. The list of project with frame of financing and taking final product (if any).
3. The Company Profile and Catalogue
After receiving the documents and evaluating the companies' competency, the KSC will send
tendering documents to the selected contractors.
Address : IRAN, Khouzestan province, Ahwaz, Khouzestan Steel Company,
Post Box: 1378, Post Code: 61788-13111; Purchasing Department.
Mr. F.Farmani - Mr. Dehghan Khani
Tel: 0098 - 21 44870080 Fax. : 0098 - 21 44872469
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WORLD IN FOCUS
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International rights groups denounce
Bahrain ruling on Rajab’s jail sentence
“Nabeel Rajab should not have
been arrested in the first place, and upholding his sentence is a grave miscarriage of
justice,” she added.
On February 21, Bahrain’s criminal court
sentenced the distinguished human rights
activist to five years in prison for tweeting
in 2015 about torture in the Jaw Prison and
censuring the House of Saud regime-led
war on Yemen.
According to a court document, Rajab was
found guilty of “spreading false news and
rumors in time of war,” “insulting foreign
countries” and “insulting publicly the interior
ministry” in comments posted on Twitter.
The pro-democracy campaigner has already served a two-year jail sentence over
a news interview in which he said Bahrain
tortured political detainees. Rajab completed
this sentence in July.
The date of the hearing, scheduled for
New Year’s Eve, raised concerns that the
Bahraini authorities intended to uphold Rajab’s sentence at a moment when it would
attract minimal media scrutiny.
The HRW also urged “a prompt, impartial, and independent investigation into his
allegations of ill-treatment in detention.”
According to Rajab’s family, the activist’s
health deteriorated during his detention,
noting that he is held in a cramped, dirty, and
1

insect-infested cell at Jaw Prison, where he
remains locked in his cell for 23 hours a day.
Meanwhile, Amnesty International
slammed the ruling as “utterly outrageous”
and “shameful”, condemning Bahrain’s justice system as “a complete farce.”
“Today’s shameful verdict is a travesty of
justice. The decision to uphold Nabeel Rajab’s
conviction and five-year sentence simply

for posting tweets expressing his opinions,
exposes Bahrain’s justice system as a complete farce. His treatment by the Bahraini
authorities is completely unacceptable,” Lynn
Maalouf, Amnesty International’s Middle
East Research Director, said on Monday.
“Nabeel Rajab is a prisoner of conscience.
It is utterly outrageous that he has already
spent two years behind bars – including nine

agonizing months in solitary confinement,
amounting to torture,” Maalouf said.
She also urged the Bahraini authorities to
“quash his conviction and sentence and release him immediately and unconditionally.”
Separately, Sayed Ahmed Alwadaei, director of advocacy with the London-based
Bahrain Institute for Rights and Democracy (BIRD), said the verdict was a “political
persecution.”
Alwadaei said the timing of the verdict
was meant to avoid drawing attention to
the case.
Thousands of anti-regime protesters have
held demonstrations in Bahrain on an almost
daily basis ever since a popular uprising
began in the kingdom in mid-February
2011. They are demanding that the House
of Khalifah dynasty relinquish power and
allow a just system representing all Bahrainis
to be established.
Manama has gone to great lengths to
clamp down on any sign of dissent. On March
14, 2011, troops from Saudi Arabia and the
United Arab Emirates (UAE) were deployed
to assist Bahrain in its crackdown.
Scores of people have lost their lives and
hundreds of others sustained injuries or got
arrested as a result of the House of Khalifah
regime’s crackdown.
(Source: Press TV)
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Sudanese president orders
probe of recent protests
Sudan’s state news agency says President Omar al-Bashir has
ordered an investigation into “recent events” in the country, a
reference to two weeks of violent protests against his 29-year rule.
The report, said al-Bashir tasked Justice Minister Mohammed
Ahmed Salem with leading the probe committee, but gave no
details on what exactly it would investigate.
The development follows calls by Western nations, including
the United States and Britain, and rights groups for authorities
to investigate the use of lethal force by security forces against
demonstrators. The protesters initially took to the streets to rally
against worsening economic conditions but soon shifted to demanding al-Bashir’s ouster.
The government has said 19 people died in the protests. Amnesty International has said it has “credible reports” that 37 died.
(Source: AP)

Israel’s Netanyahu refuses
to resign amid corruption
allegations
Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu has said he
would not resign if indicted on corruption charges, as police
continue to investigate several cases involving him ahead
of April polls.

U.S. and Israel exit UN cultural agency, claiming bias

The United States and Israel officially quit the UN’s educational, scientific and cultural agency at the stroke of midnight,
the culmination of a process triggered more than a year ago
amid concerns that the organization fosters anti-Israel bias.
The withdrawal is mainly procedural yet serves a new
blow to UNESCO, co-founded by the U.S. after World War
II to foster peace.
The Trump administration filed its notice to withdraw
in October 2017 and Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu followed suit.
The Paris-based organization has been denounced by its
critics as a crucible for anti-Israel bias: blasted for criticizing Israel’s occupation of East Jerusalem, naming ancient
Jewish sites as Palestinian heritage sites and granting full
membership to Palestine in 2011.
The U.S. has demanded “fundamental reform” in the
agency that is best known for its World Heritage program
to protect cultural sites and traditions. UNESCO also works
to improve education for girls, promote understanding of
the Holocaust’s horrors, and to defend media freedom.
The withdrawals will not greatly impact UNESCO financially, since it has been dealing with a funding slash ever
since 2011 when both Israel and the U.S. stopped paying
dues after Palestine was voted in as a member state. Since
then officials estimate that the U.S. - which accounted for
around 22 percent of the total budget - has accrued $600
million in unpaid dues, which was one of the reasons for

President Donald Trump’s decision to withdraw. Israel
owes an estimated $10 million.
UNESCO Director General Audrey Azoulay took up her
post just after Trump announced the pullout. Azoulay, who
has Jewish and Moroccan heritage, has presided over the
launch of a Holocaust education website and the UN’s first
educational guidelines on fighting anti-Semitism - initiatives
that might be seen as responding to U.S. and Israeli concerns.
Officials say that many of the reasons the U.S. cited for
withdrawal do not apply anymore, noting that since then,
all 12 texts on the Middle East passed at UNESCO have
been consensual among Israel and Arab member states.
In April of this year, Israel’s ambassador to UNESCO
said the mood was “like a wedding” after member nations
signed off on a rare compromise resolution on “Occupied
Palestine,” and UNESCO diplomats hailed a possible breakthrough on longstanding Israeli-Arab tensions.
The document was still quite critical of Israel, however,
and the efforts weren’t enough to encourage the U.S. and
Israel to reconsider their decision to quit.
In recent years, Israel has been infuriated by repeated
resolutions that ignore and diminish its historical connection to the Holy Land and that have named ancient Jewish
sites as Palestinian heritage sites.
The State Department couldn’t comment because of the
U.S. government shutdown. Earlier, the department told
UNESCO officials the U.S. intends to stay engaged at UNE-

SCO as a non-member “observer state” on “non-politicized”
issues, including the protection of World Heritage sites,
advocating for press freedoms and promoting scientific
collaboration and education.
The U.S. could potentially seek that status during UNESCO Executive Board meetings in April.
The United States has pulled out of UNESCO before.
The Reagan administration did so in 1984 because it viewed
the agency as mismanaged, corrupt and used to advance
Soviet interests. The U.S. rejoined in 2003.
(Source: AP)

Top U.S. commander in Afghanistan sees peace opportunity in 2019
The top U.S. general in Afghanistan told
NATO troops on Tuesday to prepare themselves to deal with “positive processes or
negative consequences” as peace talks
between the U.S. and the Taliban to end a
17-year war gain momentum.
General Scott Miller, who commands U.S.
forces and the NATO-led non-combat Resolution Support (RS) mission in Afghanistan
reiterated the need for a political settlement
to end the conflict.
“Peace talks (are) out there, regional players pressing for peace, the Taliban talking
about peace, the Afghan government is talking
about peace,” Miller told dozens of NATO
soldiers who had gathered at RS headquarters
in Kabul for an exercise session.

Dressed in gym gear, Miller participated
in a 60-minute open-air morning workout
of sprints, squats, burpees and push-ups.
He did not comment on reports that the
United States was considering pulling out
almost half of the 14,000-strong force currently deployed in Afghanistan.
A White House spokesman said last week
that U.S. President Donald Trump had not
issued orders to withdraw the troops. However, the administration has not denied the
reports, which have also prompted fears of
a fresh refugee crisis.
“Are (the RS) able to adapt? Are we able
to adjust? Are we able to be in the right place
to support positive processes and negative
consequences, that’s what I ask you guys to

think about in 2019,” Miller said.
With the help of its allies, the U.S.
launched a military campaign in Afghanistan
17 years ago to topple the Taliban government following the September 2001 strikes
on American cities.
The longest American war effort has since
killed nearly 140,000 people, including security forces, insurgents and civilians, and has
cost Washington close to a trillion dollars.
Officials from the warring sides have met
at least three times to discuss the withdrawal
of international forces and a ceasefire in
2019. However, fighting has not subsided
even as diplomatic efforts intensify.
“As long as the Taliban want to fight we
are going to fight,” said Colonel David Butler,

spokesman for U.S. Forces in Afghanistan.
He added that 2019 would bring a unique
opportunity for peace in the country that
has been at war on and off for almost 40
years, since U.S.-backed Afghan guerrillas
fought to repel Soviet Union forces in the
late 1970s.
“Think of this — 40 years of war has a
possibility of coming to an end,” Butler said.
In their 2018 annual report, the Taliban
said they had successfully forced the U.S. to
invite them to the negotiating table.
“The Mujahideen defended valiantly...
the invaders were forced to review their war
strategy,” the hardline militant group said
in a statement.
(Source: Reuters)

Palestine won’t let U.S. sell occupied al-Quds to Israel: Abbas

President Mahmoud Abbas says Palestine will never allow the United States to sell al-Quds (Jerusalem) to Israel,
reiterating that the occupied city will remain the eternal
capital of the state of Palestine.
Al-Quds (Jerusalem) “is not for sale,” Abbas said in a
speech marking the 54th anniversary of the Fatah party’s
founding in the West Bank city of Ramallah on Monday.
“We will not allow anyone to advance a plot against
Jerusalem (al-Quds),” he noted, stressing that the city “will
remain the eternal capital of the Palestinian state, as the
late President Yasser Arafat said that a Palestinian child
will raise the flag of Palestine on the walls, minarets and
churches of Jerusalem (al-Quds).”
Israel lays claim to the whole Jerusalem al-Quds, but
the international community views the city’s eastern sector
as occupied territory.
Israel occupied East al-Quds (Jerusalem) during the
Six-Day War in 1967 and later annexed the city in a move
not recognized by the international community.
The United States President Donald Trump sparked
anger among Palestinians and the entire international com-

munity in December 2017, when he recognized al-Quds
(Jerusalem) as the Israeli “capital.”
Washington also moved its embassy from Tel Aviv to
occupied city months later in defiance of global warnings.
Abbas said that the embassy relocation would fail to
undermine the right of Palestinians to al-Quds (Jerusalem) and would not cause them to give up their principles.
He also emphasized that the Palestinian people would press
on with their struggle until they establish their independent
state, saying, “The revolution goes on and will continue.”
Abbas further said that the Palestinian nation would
not accept Trump’s so-called “deal of the century” on the
Israeli-Palestinian conflict.
In the wake of Trump’s policy shift on al-Quds (Jerusalem), the Palestinian president described the US president’s proposed plan, which is yet to be unveiled, as the
“slap of the century,” saying Washington could no more
act as a mediator in the so-called peace process due to its
bias towards Tel Aviv.
Abbas went on to say that Washington’s punitive measures against Palestinians would not change their position

on “refugee rights.”
Amid tensions with Palestinians, the U.S. ended its decades of funding for the United Nations agency that helps
Palestinian refugees and slashed aid for projects in the
West Bank and Gaza.
“The continuation of the colonialist settlement and the
occupation of the land of the State of Palestine will not
break our willpower, nor will it harm our resolve, because
our people will not kneel but to Allah, and this is our land
and holy places, and this is the land of our forefathers and
grandfathers,” Abbas pointed out in his latest remarks on
the subject.
He also warned that Israel’s “racist” laws and measures
would not bring security and peace to the occupied territories, but would rather expand the cycle of violence and
bloodshed there.
Abbas further congratulated the families of martyrs
and prisoners, insisting that Palestinians will ultimately
emerge victorious in their struggles against the Israeli
occupation.
(Source: Press TV)

Yemen’s Ansarullah movement slams WFP for “rotten” food aid

Yemen’s Houthi Ansarullah movement has
strongly dismissed recent allegations by the
World Food Programme (WFP) that the
revolutionary forces are selling aid meant
for civilians, stating that the humanitarian
organization is sending “rotten food” to the
conflict-plagued Arab country.
Mohammed Ali al-Houthi, the Chairman

of the Supreme Revolutionary Committee
of Yemen, condemned the accusations on
Tuesday, and said the WFP was “fully responsible for ... quantities of rotten food”
it sent to Yemen.
He added that Yemeni forces refused to
allow this food supply into the country because
“it violates standards and regulations and

is not suitable for human consumption.”
Houthi said, however, that the Ansarullah
movement “welcomed” an independent investigation and called on the WFP to back up
its accusations with proof. He then accused
UN organizations of bias.
“The work of these organizations is mostly
politicized, and their position ... confirms

their work has shifted from independent
to subordinate to the United States and
Britain,” he commented.
The WFP alleged on Monday that food aid
meant for starving Yemenis is being stolen
and sold in some areas controlled by the
Houthi Ansarullah movement.
(Source: al Alam)

Netanyahu, who is enmeshed in three corruption cases and
denies any wrongdoing, announced last week that a snap parliamentary elections would be held in April, seeking a fresh political
mandate after his right-wing ruling coalition collapsed.
On Monday, Netanyahu said at a press conference during his
Brazil visit that he would not step down “in the event of being
summoned for a hearing by the prosecutor general before the
elections”.
Netanyahu would not be required to resign if charged in any
of the cases, but he would likely face intense political pressure
to do so.
“I have no intention of resigning, firstly because there will
be nothing [to come from the probes], secondly because the law
does not oblige me to do so,” Netanyahu said.
“That would be a serious breach of Israeli democracy,” he added.
The attorney general’s decision on indictments is expected
in the coming months and some see Netanyahu’s decision to
call early elections as a maneuver to fight any charges with a
fresh mandate.
In their most recent move, police recommended Netanyahu
be indicted over regulatory benefits allegedly granted to telecoms firm Bezeq in exchange for positive coverage from a related
media company.
According to Israel media reports, there is enough evidence
on the case to charge him with corruption and in February, investigators recommended he be indicted in two other cases.
In one, allegations against Netanyahu include seeking a secret
deal with the publisher of Israel’s top-selling newspaper Yediot
Aharonot to ensure positive coverage in return for pushing forward
a law that would have limited the circulation of a rival publication.
Another probe involves suspicions the premier and his family
received luxury presents from wealthy individuals in exchange
for financial or personal favors.
Opinion polls show Netanyahu’s right-wing Likud Party winning
the April 9 vote, which was originally scheduled for November.

Arabs see Israel as ally against Iran: Netanyahu

Meantime, Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu says
Arab countries view the regime as an “indispensable ally” against
Iran amid reports of warming relations between Tel Aviv and
Persian Gulf Arab monarchies.
That evaluation has caused “a revolution in relations with
the Arab world,” Netanyahu said in an interview with Brazilian
Globo TV on Monday.
According to the Times of Israel, the Israeli regime has been
conducting extensive diplomatic negotiations with the House
of Saud regime and other Arab states over the past months in a
bid to convince them that they should allow formal diplomatic
relations more than half a century after the Six-Day War, which
saw Israel occupy the West Bank and the Golan Heights.
Expect for Jordan and Egypt, no Arab country has diplomatic
relations with Israel, but both sides are widely believed to have
secret liaisons, and are working behind the scenes to establish
formal contact.
In April last year, the Saudi regime Crown Prince Mohammed
bin Salman (MBS) said in an interview with the TIME magazine
that the two regimes had “a common enemy” and that they could
immediately normalize their relations once the Palestine issue
was resolved.
Netanyahu has repeatedly boasted of his efforts to get closer
to Arab governments that have for years condemned Israel’s
occupation of Palestine. Many believe he wants to use the issue to
divert attention from an ongoing investigation into his financial
wrongdoings.
Elsewhere in his Monday comments, Netanyahu claimed that
Tel Aviv had been active in battling the Islamic State in Iraq
and the Levant (ISIL/Daesh) Takfiri terrorists, trying to draw a
parallel between Iran and the Takfiri outfit.
The claims come against the backdrop of reports showing
that Israel has helped anti-government terrorists in Syria since
the very beginning of the war in 2011.
Takfiri terrorists are generally believed to have been a main
recipient of the Israeli assistance as many members of the group
have been transferred for treatment from battle grounds in Syria’s
part of the Golan Heights to Israel.
Israel frequently attacks military targets inside Syria in an
attempt to prop up terrorist groups that have been suffering
defeats on the battlefield.
In addition to medical treatment, the regime has been providing weapons to anti-Damascus militants.
(Source: agencies)
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Familiar trio make shortlist
for African player of the year
Forwards Mohamed Salah, Sadio Mane and Pierre-Emerick
Aubameyang have again made the shortlist for the Confederation
of African Football (CAF) player of the year award, the second
year running the trio have battled it out for the prestigious prize.
Egypt striker Salah claimed the honor last year and will be
favorite again, hoping to become the fourth player to win backto-back titles after Senegal forward El Hadji Diouf, Cameroon
striker Samuel Eto’o and Ivory Coast midfielder Yaya Toure.
Liverpool team mate Mane from Senegal has been getting
closer to the prize after finishing third in the voting in 2016 and
second last year.
Gabon forward Aubameyang made the final three for the fifth
time in succession, equaling the record set by Toure and former
Ghana international midfielder Michael Essien.
His only victory came in 2015 when he beat Toure and Ghanaian
Andre Ayew to the prize.
The award is voted for by the national team coaches and captains of CAF’s 56 member associations and the winner for 2018
will be announced in Dakar, Senegal on Jan. 8.
(Source: Reuters)

Del Potro to miss Australian
Open with knee injury

WORLD SPORTS

Mayweather pummels kickboxing
opponent Nasukawa in first round TKO
There were doubts to the last whether he
would show up.
When he did, Floyd Mayweather wasted
little time in outclassing his Japanese kickboxing opponent Tenshin Nasukawa for a
first round technical knockout in their New
Year’s Eve exhibition bout.
The 41-year-old US boxing legend knocked
Nasukawa to the floor three times before his
young opponent’s corner threw in the towel.
“Money’ Mayweather earned $9 million for
just over two minutes action in a scheduled
three round contest.
Nasukawa, less than half his age but with
a formidable reputation in his branch of the
sport, ended the contest in tears.
Mayweather was carrying a substantial
4kg (9lb) weight advantage into the ring,
with Nasukawa facing the added drawback
of a reported $5 million fine if he aimed a
kick during the bout at the Saitama Super
Arena in North Tokyo.
With the odds stacked firmly in his favor,
Mayweather appeared not to initially being
taking the fight seriously, throwing out gentle
punches accompanied by a smile.
But his demeanor swiftly changed as he
launches a series of heavier punches to the
head of the Japanese fighter, sending him
to the canvas after barely a minute.
Nasukawa bravely got to his feet only
to be floored again for a second standing
count after another flurry of punches from

Mayweather.
When he went down for a third time his
connections rushed in, the fight over after
139 seconds.
Under the terms of the fight only a knockout or technical knockout was considered
a victory, with no judges present, and the
result will not feature on the official record of either man, allowing both to keep
unbeaten records.

Froome to skip Giro defence and focus
on Tour de France

World number five Juan Martin del Potro will miss next month’s
Australian Open as he continues to recover from a kneecap fracture he suffered during a fall at the Shanghai Masters October,
he said on Monday.
“Recovery is going great and I will tell you later where I will
be making my comeback,” he said on Twitter.
“Unfortunately it won’t happen in Australia, I’ll miss you
Australia Open, but I’m happy with my progress.”
Injuries are nothing new for the 30-year-old Argentine, who
has been sidelined by wrist injuries that have required numerous
surgeries throughout his career.
The hard-hitting del Potro was healthy for most of 2018 and
had a career resurgence, winning the title at Indian Wells in
March before reaching the U.S. Open final in September.
(Source: Eurosport)

Frenchman Nasri completes
West Ham move after doping
ban
West Ham United have signed free agent Samir Nasri until the end
of the campaign with the French midfielder having completed an
18-month doping ban, the Premier League side said on Monday.
The former Arsenal and Manchester City midfielder had been
training with the Hammers since last month and is free to resume
playing from Jan. 1.
“You choose a club and a project because of the ambition, and
I think that West Ham has everything to be one of the biggest
clubs in London,” Nasri told West Ham’s website.
“Coming back to the most competitive league in the world,
with a team full of ambition with a manager that I know. It’s the
best job in the world, and I’m really excited about it.”
West Ham have the option to extend the 31-year-old’s deal
by a year, the club added.
Nasri’s original six-month ban for a drip treatment that
contravened World Anti-Doping Agency rules was increased
to 18 months in August after an appeal by UEFA’s ethics and
disciplinary inspector.
Nasri played for Arsenal between 2008-2011 and joined City
for a spell that included two league titles and a League Cup before
he fell out of favor following the arrival of manager Pep Guardiola.
The former France international joined Spanish side Sevilla
on a season-long loan in 2016 before sealing a permanent switch
to Turkish side Antalyaspor, who he left in January by mutual
consent.
(Source: Mirror)

Arsenal’s Emery fined for
kicking bottle at Brighton fan
Arsenal manager Unai Emery was fined 8,000 pounds on Monday but avoided a touchline ban for kicking a plastic bottle at
a Brighton and Hove Albion supporter, the English Football
Association (FA) said.
The Spanish coach immediately apologised to the supporter
following the incident during the closing moments of Arsenal’s
1-1 Premier League draw at the Amex Stadium last Wednesday.
Emery admitted an FA improper conduct charge and accepted
the standard penalty.
“I kicked it for me and it went near the supporters. I said my
apologies ... I kicked it because it’s near me and not because of
this intention,” Emery had said following the incident.
Arsenal, who are fifth in the table following a 5-1 defeat by
leaders Liverpool on Saturday, host Fulham on Tuesday.
(Source: Reuters)
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Chris Froome will not defend his Giro d’Italia title this year as he and fellow Briton
Geraint Thomas say they will focus on the
Tour de France.
Froome, 33, is aiming to become only
the fifth rider to win five Tours, while Welsh
Team Sky team-mate Thomas, 32, won the
race for the first time in 2018.
Colombian Egan Bernal, 21, will lead
Team Sky at the Giro in May.
Froome said it was a “difficult decision”
to skip the race.
“I’ve got some amazing memories from
last year, but I think, with the Tour de France
as my main objective, it’s probably better
that I skip the Giro d’Italia in 2019,” said
the 33-year-old.
“I’m getting to the point in my career
now where I’m starting to think about
what kind of legacy I want to leave behind and if I am able to win the Tour de
France for a fifth time and join that very
elite group of bike riders - only four other
people have ever done that - it would just
be incredible.”
The Giro - the first of the year’s three
Grand Tours - runs from 11 May to 2 June,
and the Tour from 6-28 July.
Froome won the Giro for the first time
in 2018 thanks to a spectacular 80km solo
breakaway on stage 19.

Froome began the 2018 Tour as the
leader of Team Sky, but ended it riding
in support of Thomas after his team-mate
proved to be stronger.
Thomas will also compete in the Road
World Championships in Yorkshire in
September.
“The main goal for me will be to go back
to the Tour de France for the best result
I can,” he said.
“Maybe if I hadn’t have won the Tour in
2018 I might have looked at a Giro/Vuelta
programme but, having won the Tour, I’ll
have the number one on my back and it
would be sad not to go back and not to go
back at 100% as well.”
The Vuelta a Espana, the final Grand
Tour of the season, takes place from 24
August to 15 September.
In his first season at World Tour level,
Bernal won the Tour of California in May
and rode as a domestique for Froome and
Thomas at the Tour de France.
“The Giro is a race that I really, really
like,” Bernal said.
“I lived in Italy for three years, so I
have a lot of friends there and I really
like the Italian fans. I know the roads,
I really like the Giro, and I want to do a
good race there.”
(Source: BBC)

Mayweather, 50-0, came out of retirement
to take on the challenge which had shades
of his previous lucrative comeback, his 2017
bout against UFC lightweight champion Conor
McGregor for which he reportedly earned
over $300 million.
That fight in Nevada at least lasted 10
rounds before Mayweather won on a technical
knockout and rumors persist he is eying another money making bout with UFC’s current

man of the moment Khabib Nurmagomedov,
who beat McGregor on the Irishman’s return
to UFC action earlier this year.
After his latest win over Nasukawa, Mayweather insisted that he remained retired,
saying the fight had been “all about entertainment for the people.”
He added: “I’m still retired. I don’t look
forward to coming back to boxing.
“This won’t go on my record. It won’t go
on Tenshin’s record. Tenshin is still undefeated. I’m still undefeated.”
Whether the chastened Nasukawa viewed
his pummeling as entertainment is another
matter.
The 20-year-old former world junior
karate champion turned to kickboxing
with great success, building a 28-0 record,
claiming he had a “punch that boxers do
not have.”
Japanese promoters RIZIN clearly believed
in his potential, persuading Mayweather to
take up the challenge although three days
after the fight was announced in November
the five-time world champion at different
weights had a change of heart.
Under pressure from the promoter, Mayweather then changed his mind again, but
right up to the time the fighters did their ring
walks there were reports that he would fail to
show as the main attraction on a star-studded
mixed martial arts fight card.
(Source: CNN)

United boss Solskjaer believes he can
get best from Alexis Sanchez

Manchester United caretaker boss Ole
Gunnar Solskjaer believes he can get the
best out of misfiring Alexis Sanchez.
The Chile international has scored just
four goals since his move to United from
Arsenal almost a year ago, but Solskjaer
said the attacking philosophy of his re-energised team should suit the 30-year-old.
“I think he’s player that would benefit from
the interchanging, the rotation, the movement,” Solskjaer said. “The more chances
you create, the more times you get the ball
into the final third, he’ll be an asset for us.
“I think he’s looking forward to it. He
scored quite a few nice goals [in training
on Saturday] so that was encouraging.”
Sanchez has missed the last nine games
with a hamstring injury and has not scored
for nearly three months.
Solskjaer took the decision to leave
him out of the squad for the 4-1 win over
Bournemouth but he will be involved against
Newcastle at St James’ Park on Wednesday.
The interim coach is also confident
Marcus Rashford will be fit after being
withdrawn early against Bournemouth
because of a groin problem, but Eric Bailly
will miss out as he serves the first game of
a three-match suspension.
“[Sanchez] had some great training
sessions the last few days, he wanted to

play [against Bournemouth] but we have
to manage him, he’s been out for a month,”
Solskjaer said. “He’ll be involved [against
Newcastle]. He wants to play all the time,
he’s one of those characters. “He put himself
available but it was a few days too early
for him. He’s not had enough fitness or
whatever, but he’s champing at the bit. “I
think [Rashford] he’ll be OK. He’s been
working so hard and he’s been a bit tired.
I think he’ll be alright [for Newcastle].”
Solskjaer enlisted the help of Sir Alex Ferguson ahead of the win over Bournemouth
by inviting his former boss to Carrington
to watch training. It is more than five years
since Ferguson retired, but Solskjaer said he
is still keeping the 77-year-old “informed”
about first-team matters at Old Trafford.
“I’ve had him for 15 years,” Solskjaer
said. “Obviously he’s influenced me more
in those 15 years than he’s done this last
week, but I keep him informed.
“He paid us a visit. He enjoyed his time
at the training ground, we had a nice few
chats us and the staff and he encouraged us.
“He knows the staff I’ve got are Man
United through and through. He knows
we’re going to do whatever we can, up to
the last second we’re here, for Man United
to do as best as we can.”
(Source: ESPN)

Roger Federer edges Serena Williams in mixed
doubles match
After the opening match win for Roger Federer over Frances
Tiafoe, Switzerland and the USA played much tighter encounters in the rest of the tie, with Switzerland earning a 2-1
win to stay undefeated and continue their march towards
the place in the final.
Serena Williams scored her second singles win at this
year’s Hopman Cup, beating Belinda Bencic 4-6 6-4 6-3
in an hour and 40 minutes to level the overall score and
set all eyes on the much expected mixed doubles clash.
Belinda won one point more than Serena but she couldn’t
do enough in the crucial points, suffering three breaks
from as many chances and stealing Serena’s serve twice
from five opportunities.
Serena made the best possible start, breaking at
love in game two after a forehand error from Belinda
and opening a 4-1 lead with commanding holds. Bencic
broke back in the seventh game after a volley error from
Serena and she was the player to beat in the rest of the
set, breaking again at love in game nine and delivering
the opener after a service winner in game 10, rattling
off the last five games.
Both players served great in set number two, with nine

easy holds with no deuces or break points, and it was Serena who scored a break at 15 in the 10th game for a 6-4,
sending the encounter into a decider and moving ahead at
the start of the third set after a double fault from Belinda
in the second game.
Serving at 4-2, Serena fends off two break points and
bringing the game home with an ace before a solid hold in
the ninth game that sent her over the finish line and kept
the USA in contention. In the mixed doubles match, Roger Federer and Belinda Bencic scored the second win for
Switzerland at this year’s Hopman Cup after a 4-2 4-3 win
over Frances Tiafoe and Serena Williams in 46 minutes.
The Swiss pair served great in the opening set, breaking
Tiafoe in the fifth game after a return winner from Bencic
and taking the opener after a hold at love from Roger a few
minutes later.
Roger and Belinda saved a break point in the fourth
game of the second set and they won the tie break 5-3 after a great volley from Federer, celebrating another super
fine performance and facing Greece in the last match of the
round robin stage.
(Source: Tennis World)
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Yemen dream of
beating Iran in
Asian Cup: coach
S P O R T S TEHRAN — Yemen
d
e
s
k national football team
coach Jan Kocian says they can dream of
victory over Iran in their 2019 AFC Asian
Cup opener.
The Middle Eastern side, the lowest-ranked team in the competition at
135th in the world, begin their Group D
campaign next Monday against Iran, the
continent’s top team at 29th, at the Mohamed bin Zayed Stadium in Abu Dhabi.
“The target now is not easy,” Kocian
said. “We are debutants in Asian Cup
and want to do our best. Normally, you
want to win a game, but we can dream
as a small country.”
“Yemen can dream of big victories
against Iran and Iraq. It’s normal. It may
not be real, but we will try. The target is
we want to win,” he stated.

15

Hossein Faraki named
Paykan coach
TASNIM — Hossein Faraki has been named as new head
coach of Iran’s Paykan football team.
The Iranian top-flight football team had chosen Javad Nekounam as new head coach last
week, but General Manager of
Iran Khodro Company (IKCO)
Hashem Yekezare disagreed
with the appointment.
Faraki was without a team
since parting ways with Saipa
in May 2017.
He has won two Iran Professional League (IPL) titles
with Foolad and Sepahan in
2014 and 2015.
Former Sepahan and Foold
coach replaced Majid Jalali,
who left Paykan following the
poor results with the team in
Iran Professional League.
Under leadership of Jalali,
Paykan suffered six successive defeats in IPL.
Paykan sit 9th in the table with 16 points, 15 points adrift
of leader Sepahan.

The vastly experienced Slovak, who took
charge of Yemen in October, is not able to
reside in Yemen given the political situation
there. However, he has worked with his
team at training camps in Saudi Arabia
and Qatar, did see positives in the recent
friendly defeats – both narrow – to Saudi
and the UAE, thenational.ae reported.
“I’m very happy to see people from
Yemen in the UAE and Saudi,” Kocian
said. “For people in Yemen the situation
is very bad, for those who stay there the
life is very hard. But maybe with victory
we can give a good representation of them
in the Asian Cup.”
“We have Iran, Iraq, Vietnam: all the
teams are very strong. But we are good
defensively and have good team spirit. I
won’t tell you we will win, but we want
to,” the Slovak concluded.

Esteghlal German midfielder Neumayr
joins Aarau

S

Iran national football team defeat
Qatar in friendly

Pakistan to host Iran, India
for kabaddi series
IRNA — The Pakistan Kabaddi Federation (PKF) will be
hosting Triangular International Kabaddi Series featuring
kabaddi teams of Iran, Pakistan and India from January 8 to 14.
Iranian and Indian national kabaddi teams are participating in the Triangular International Kabaddi Matches
Series 2019 to be held in Sargodha, Bahawalpur, Sahiwal
and Lahore cities of Pakistan.
According to the PKF, Iran kabaddi team will be reaching Lahore on Tuesday, one week prior to the three-nation
tournament.
Meanwhile, the federation is also expecting the Indian
team to reach Pakistan either on January 3 or 4.
Iranian men’s kabaddi team had won gold medal in 2018
Asian Games kabaddi competitions. Iranian national men’s
kabaddi team ranked 2nd both in the 17th Asian Games (Incheon
2014) and the 16th Asian Games (Guangzhou 2010).
Last year in month of May Iranian Kabaddi players visited
Pakistan to participate in the country’s Super Kabaddi League.

S P O R T S TEHRAN — Esteghd
e
s
k lal’s German midfielder
Markus Neumayr joined Swiss football club
Aarau on Monday.
The 32-year-old player joined Iran’s
Esteghlal on July 31 on a two-year contract
but was released by the team on Dec. 16.
Neumayr started his football career
playing for local clubs before moving to
Eintracht Frankfurt in 2003, however,
within a few months, he was picked up
by Manchester United.
During his spell with Manchester United, he played on the right side of midfield,
although on some occasions he would play
in the middle of the park.
In the three seasons Neumayr spent at

Old Trafford, he never played in a match
for the first team. He was once called into
the squad on 29 March 2006 for the match
against West Ham United but did not make
the final sixteen.
Neumayr was released from the club at
his own request to join Duisburg.
The German-Swiss player joined Esteghlal from Turkish football team Kasimpasa
but failed to meet the fans’ expectations.
Neumayr, who just played eight matches for Esteghlal, has already played for
Swiss football clubs Thun, Bellinzona,
Vaduz and FC Luzern.
Overall, he played 187 competitive games
in the Swiss Football League and recorded
41 goals and 49 assists.

S P O R T S TEHRAN — Iran nad
e
s
k tional football team
beat Qatar 2-1 in a friendly match in Doha
as part of preparation for the 2019 AFC
Asian Cup on Monday.
Mehdi Taremi gave Team Melli the lead
in the 17th minute and Hassan Al-Haydos
equalized the match from the penalty
spot in the 42nd minute.
Sardar Azmoun scored the winner
one minute after the break.
Qatar were reduced to 10 men in the
50th minute after Pedro Miguel received
his second yellow card.
“It was an intense week training, with
some extra fatigue on the players, but
still a good preparation match against

Qatar, fighting for the result and getting
a prestigious victory for Iran. Total focus
now on our first Asian Cup match, against
Yemen,” Queiroz said after the match.
Iran have started training camp in
Doha from Dec. 17.
Iran national football team have
been drawn along with Iraq, Yemen
and Vietnam in Group D of the 2019
AFC Asian Cup.
Team Melli begin their Group D campaign next Monday against Yemen at
the Mohamed bin Zayed Stadium in
Abu Dhabi.
The competition will be held in the
United Arab Emirates from January 5
to February 1.

Constantine: India will stand tall

Stephen Constantine needs no introduction to Indian
football fans. The Briton first managed India between
2002 and 2005, and since January 2015 he has been in
charge for a second spell with the South Asian nation.
Under him, India have made steady progress. Ahead of
India’s fourth campaign in the AFC Asian Cup – they
previously qualified for the 1964, 1984 and 2011 editions
– Constantine reveals his thoughts in an exclusive email
interview with the-AFC.com.
What are your thoughts heading into the AFC Asian
Cup UAE 2019? Tell us about your preparations, your
hopes and aspirations.
Well, it’s obviously a great honor and a privilege to
be here among the elite of Asian football. We started to
prepare for this as soon as we had qualified mathematically from the group which we won. Of course, I would
have liked a few games going into the tournament but
on the plus side, we are fit and have no injuries so we are
looking forward to the challenges ahead.
How different is the team now in terms of attitude,
skills and focus. What have you done different, compared
to the team before, say in 2011? Will the 2019 Asian Cup
help raise India’s profile in football?
A: I think there is a huge difference in terms of how
we prepared back then. We are now using sports science

which has been very instrumental in how we prepare and
that we are able to keep our players in good shape on and
off the field. Although we have not had the six-monthcamp the boys had in 2011, the current batch has been
playing in a competitive league and of course that breeds
competition amongst the players.
The quality of the players was there in 2011 as it is
now but I feel there is a more holistic approach now to
then in that we are able to use the GPS systems to ensure
that the loads we give players are manageable and we are
able to monitor players who have the usual niggles and

separate them from the others, put them on different
program and so on.
We are also using video analysis and are able to look
at what we do right and correct and improve ourselves
on a daily basis so I do feel there has been an upgrade in
the preparations for this Asian Cup. Without a doubt, this
will, of course, raise the profile. It is after all the World
Cup for Asia the biggest tournament we have in Asia.
What are the things India has to get straight to
become an Asian football power?
A: Well the main one for me is coach education. If we
have better coaches we will have better players but we
really need to focus more on this and that then leads into
youth development. We need to be producing players all
over India as there is no doubt we have the talent but we
need to be starting earlier.
India are in a pretty tough group which includes
Bahrain, Thailand and hosts UAE. What are your thoughts
on this and how would you go about it?
A: Any group we were drawn in was going to be tough
but we are here by merit the players and staff have worked
extremely hard and all deserve to be here. We will give
a good account of ourselves and make India proud, and
as we always do take one game at a time.
(Source: the-afc)

Qatar capable of going deep in Asian Cup, says Al-Haydos
Qatar have what it takes to register their
best Asian Cup performance when the continental showpiece kicks off in the United
Arab Emirates this week, captain Hassan
Al-Haydos has said.
The tiny, wealthy Arab state will make
their 10th appearance in the Asian Cup and
will be hoping to improve on their quarter-final appearances of 2000 and 2011.
Comprised largely of players from
Al-Duhail and 2018 AFC Champions
League semi-finalists Al Sadd, the Maroons are in Group E alongside Lebanon,
Saudi Arabia and North Korea — the only
side below them in the FIFA rankings.
“I think we can go beyond the quarter-finals in the UAE,” Al-Haydos told
Qatar’s Gulf Times daily. “We have very
talented players and an excellent coach

who has been with the team for one-anda-half years.
“On top of that we have a very supportive
national federation who are in sync with
the team’s requirements.”
The confidence of Felix Sanchez’s men
of advancing deep into the tournament
has also been boosted by two impressive
displays in international friendlies last
November when they beat Switzerland
1-0 and five days later earned a 2-2 draw
against 2016 European quarter-finalists
Iceland.
“There is no pressure on us (because
of raised expectations). In fact the recent
results have only motivated us,” the Al
Sadd striker said.
“We are satisfied with our preparations.
We hope to continue with our strong per-

formance in the Asian Cup. We feel comfortable, we enjoy the game.”
Qatar have also won two more recent
warmup matches against Jordan and Kyrgyzstan before losing narrowly to Algeria
and Carlos Queiroz-coached Iran, the top
side in the continent.
The Jan. 5-Feb. 1 tournament will be
a platform for Qatar to impress before
they host the 2022 World Cup, their first
appearance at soccer’s biggest event.
“It’s a very important year for us as we
are competing in the Asian Cup as well
as the Copa America,” added Al-Haydos.
“Then we have the World Cup coming up in four years. These tournaments
are part of our preparations for the FIFA
World Cup.”
(Source: Reuters)

Japan eyes Asian Cup
success with Moriyasu’s
attacking spirit
Japanese soccer has been built around defensive solidity
and organisation in recent years but with new coach Hajime Moriyasu removing the shackles and adopting a more
attacking style of play the Samurai Blue hope to light up the
Asian Cup with goals.
Japan will be among the favorites at the Jan 5 to Feb 1
tournament in the United Arab Emirates, where they begin
their campaign for a record-extending fifth continental title
in Group F alongside Oman, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan.
In five friendly games under former international midfielder Moriyasu so far, Japan have compiled four wins and
a draw, scoring 15 goals along the way.
The highlight of his short time in charge was a 4-3 win
over Uruguay in October, where Japan’s more expansive
style of play was there for all to see.
Moriyasu has stuck with the same formation as his predecessor Akira Nishino, who replaced Vahid Halilhodzic in
April before exiting after the World Cup, with three attacking
midfielders deployed behind a central striker.
Moriyasu, however, has changed personnel and asked the
trio to attack with more commitment and threat.
Behind experienced Werder Bremen forward Yuya
Osako, Moriyasu’s preferred three of Ritsu Doan, Shoya
Nakajima and Takumi Minamino have just 18 caps between them.
Salzburg’s Minamino has four goals to his name since
Moriyasu took over but it is diminutive 24-year-old Nakajima who has caught the eye, with his pace and vision sure
to excite in the UAE.
A 4-0 rout of Kyrgyzstan in their final tune-up marked a
third clean sheet in five games for Japan’s defence, which is
led by captain Maya Yoshida.
Yoshida was the only man in Moriyasu’s most recent squad
with over 50 caps and, along with midfielder Gaku Shibasaki,
is one of only two players to have featured at an Asian Cup.
Moriyasu may also look to bring in some additional experience to the squad, with Borussia Dortmund’s Shinji Kagawa
and defender Yuto Nagatomo, who is currently out injured,
likely candidates for call-ups.
(Source: Japan Today)

Iran junior volleyball team
ranks 1st in world
IRNA — Based on the International Volleyball Federation
(FIVB) ranking, Iranian junior team is now standing in first
place in the world.
Iran’s U-19 volleyball team with 122 points ranked first
in the world.
Iranian team had earlier ranked first in Asia in 2017 and
third in Asia in 2018.
This is while Iranian female junior team is standing in
the 36th place.
In youth category, Iran men’s team with 90 points ranked
5th in the world and the women’s team ranked 32nd.
The FIVB World Ranking is a ranking system for men’s
and women’s national teams in volleyball. The teams of the
member nations of FIVB, volleyball’s world governing body,
are ranked based on their competitions results with the most
successful teams being ranked highest.
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GUIDE TO
SPIRITUAL AWAKENING
The most worthless knowledge is one which
comes only on the tongue, and the loftiest is one
that manifests itself in the significant parts of the
body, such as the head and heart.
Imam Ali (AS)

Teer Art Week to make debut
in Tehran on Friday
A
d

T TEHRAN – The first edition of the Teer
k Art Week, which is an art fair organized
by a number of Tehran galleries, will open on Friday.
The art fair aims to encourage more dialogue among
gallery owners, art experts, and artists and develop a good
relationship between art and everyday life, the organizers
said in a statement published on Tuesday.
e

R

s

A poster for the 1st Teer Art Week.
“The Teer Art Week is the first comprehensive program
ever launched in the country to develop resources and infrastructures for the promotion of contemporary Iranian
art,” the statement added.
Twenty-one galleries will be playing host to 21 exhibitions during the weeklong art expo, which was co-founded
by the Dastan Basement Gallery and Asar Gallery on June
26, 2018.
Dozens of panel discussions will also be organized during the program.
A pilot project for the art fair was held at Ava Center
at the same time.
Atbin, Silk Road, Etemad, Hoor, Aran, Afrand, Art
Center, Shirin, Delgosha, Homa and several other galleries will participate in the art fair, which will be held with
contributions from several organizations, including the
Iranian Art Forum.

Tehran theater hosts
“Guards at the Taj”
A
R
T TEHRAN – American playwright Rajiv
d
e
s
k Joseph’s “Guards at the Taj” had its Iranian
premiere by at Tehran’s Molavi Theater on Monday.
Kazem Nazari is the director of the 2015 play, which is
about two Imperial Guards and best friends, Humayun and
Babur, in Taj Mahal, India in the 17th century.
The emperor has decreed
that no one, except the masons, laborers and slaves who
exist within the walls of Taj
Mahal, shall turn to look at the
building until it is complete.
Now, as the building nears
completion and the first light
catches on the pure white
domes behind them, the
temptation to steal a glance
at the most beautiful monument the world has ever seen
grows stronger. But beauty
has a price and Humayun and
Babur are about to learn its
true cost.
A poster for “Guards at the Taj”
“This is not an ordinary
by Kazem Nazari.
historical story,” Nazari has
told Iran Theater and added, “It is the symbol of our world
and the people who rule over us. Powerful men who misuses
art to satisfy their own desires.”
An Indian music group performs live during each performance. The group was employed to make the atmosphere
closer to the story in the play, he said.
Nazari’s troupe also has Malaysian dancer Ramli Ibrahim
to perform Odissi dance during the performances.
Khosro Bamdad and Alireza Zargushian are the main
members of the cast for the play, which will be on stage
until January 20.

Evening: 17:22

Dawn: 5:45 (tomorrow)

Sunrise: 7:14 (tomorrow)
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Iranian Academy of Arts
honors Jalal Shabahangi
A
R
T TEHRAN – Veteran
d
e
s
k painter, graphic designer and sculptor Jalal Shabahangi who has
taught several generations of Iranian artist
was honored for his lifetime achievements
during a meeting at the Iranian Academy
Arts (IAA) in Tehran on Monday.
IAA acting director Alireza Esmaeili,
painter and critic Aidin Aghdashlu, graphic
designer Ebrahim Haqiqi and a large number
of artists and cultural figures attended the
meeting.
“We have come together here to
remember a good collective memory that
reminds us what a great people have lived
with us,” Aghdashlu said in a brief speech.
“He has made all his efforts to be extremely
productive and maintained all the generations
eagerly learned from him and also taught
his students honestly and humbly despite
all ups and downs of the life,” he added.
Haqiqi also praised Shabahangi’s
proficiency in education and stated, “He
has always been very generous with his
time to his students.”
Shabahangi, 78, who is a member of
the IAA has a BA in graphic design and
painting from San José State University
in California.
He is mostly famous for a large collection
of his desert paintings and a fascinating
series of glass blowing, which have been
showcased frequently at numerous galleries
and art events in Iran and other countries
during solo and group exhibitions.

Jalal Shabahangi (L) attends a meeting the Iranian Academy Arts organized on December 31, 2018 in Tehran to honor the veteran
artist for his lifetime achievements. (Mehr/Mehran Riazi)

Czech, Slovakian festival of Iranian
films unveils lineup

Tehran intl. poster exhibit to highlight
importance of water

A
R
T TEHRAN – The
d
e
s
k Iranian Film Festival,
which will be held in Czech and Slovakia,
has unveiled its official lineup.
About 30 movies will compete in
the various sections of the festival, the
organizers have announced.
“The Graveless” by Mostafa Sayyari,
“Reza” by Alireza Motamedi, “Pig” by Mani
Haqiqi, “Bomb, a Love Story” by Peyman
Maadi, “3 Faces” by Jafar Panahi and six
other films will compete in the feature
film section.
“Women with Gunpowder Earrings”
by Reza Farahmand, “Ali Aqa” by Kamran
Heidari, “Finding Farideh” co-directed
by Azadeh Musavi and Kurosh Atai and
three more movies will go on screen in
the documentary section.
“Like A Good Kid” by Arian Vazirdaftari,
“Lunch Time” by Alireza Qasemi and “A
Moon in Wane” by Ali Drakhshandeh are
in the short films lineup.
The festival will run in the Czech cities of

A
d

Leila Hatami acts in a scene from “Bomb,
a Love Story” by Peyman Maadi.
Prague and Brno and the Slovakian capital
of Bratislava from January 15 to 26.

T TEHRAN – The Qasr
k Museum Garden will
be playing host to an international
exhibition of posters on the theme of
water on Thursday.
About 50 posters created by artists
from Iran and 17 other countries,
including Poland, Peru, South Korea,
Kenia, Greece, Palestine and France,
will be showcased at the exhibit, the
organizers announced in a press release
on Tuesday.
Elmer Sosa from Mexico, Mario
Fontes from Brazil, Zhang Yong Xu from
China, Christopher Scott from the U.S.
along with Iranian graphic designers
such as Mohammad Ardalani, Milad
Qelich, Nasser Nasiri, Zahra Pashai and
Mehrdokht Darabi are among the artists
whose works select to be showcased at
the exhibit entitled “In Color of Life”.
Organized in collaboration with
Tehran’s Arasbaran Cultural Center, the
exhibition will be running until January
e

R

s

A poster for “In Color of Life”.
10 at the museum located on Motahhari
St. near Police Square.

China 2018 movie box office revenue growth slows
BEIJING (Reuters) — China’s movie box
office revenue rose 9 percent in 2018 to 60.98
billion yuan ($8.87 billion), state media reported,
a slower pace than the 13.45 percent clocked for
the previous year.
Domestic films recorded ticket sales of 37.9
billion yuan in 2018, accounting for 62 percent
of the total box office, the official Xinhua news

agency said late on Monday, citing data from
the State Film Administration.
Domestic films in 2017 accounted for 54
percent of total box office.
China is the second-largest movie market
globally after the United States, though it already
has more total movie screens after years of rapid
expansion in theater networks.

The number of movie screens reached 60,079
across the country, an increase of 9,303 from
2017, Xinhua said. That compares to just over
40,000 screens in the United States, according
to data from U.S.-based National Association of
Theatre Owners.
China, which is on track to eventually overtake
the North America film market, has become an

increasingly important region for global producers
looking to pump up their box office returns, despite
a quota on imported films and strict censorship.
China has been seeking to promote homegrown productions to rival imported Hollywood
films. But several big-budget Chinese films have
flopped while more modest productions have
done well, highlighting the challenges China faces.

Judge denies Kevin Spacey’s request to skip court appearance

BOSTON (AP) — Former “House of Cards” star Kevin
Spacey must appear in a Massachusetts court on accusations
that he groped a young man in 2016, a judge ruled on
Monday.
The 59-year-old Oscar-winning actor had argued he
should be excused from attending his Jan. 7 arraignment
at the Nantucket District Court because his presence
would “amplify the negative publicity already generated
in connection with this case.” But Judge Thomas Barrett
denied Spacey’s request.
Spacey has said he will plead not guilty to felony indecent
assault and battery.
The allegations were first brought in November 2017,
when former Boston TV anchor Heather Unruh told
reporters that Spacey groped her teenage son during
a chance encounter in the crowded bar of a Nantucket
restaurant.
An attorney for Spacey, Juliane Balliro, had argued
that Spacey’s presence at his arraignment would only
“heighten prejudicial media interest in the case” and
increase the risk of contaminating the jury pool.
Emails seeking comment on the judge’s ruling were

In this May 24, 2017 file photo, Kevin Spacey participates
in the speaker series in New York. (Photo by Evan Agostini/
Invision/AP, File)

sent to Spacey’s attorneys and the district attorney’s office
handling the case.
Neither Spacey nor his lawyers have addressed the
allegation publicly, but the actor released a video last
week in the voice of Frank Underwood, his character on
Netflix’s “House of Cards” in which he said, “I’m certainly
not going to pay the price for the thing I didn’t do.”
It was unclear whether he was addressing the criminal
charge.
Spacey’s attorneys have also questioned the evidence
against him.
Los Angeles-based attorney Alan Jackson noted during
a hearing that Unruh’s son did not report the allegations to
police right way, lied about his age saying he was 23, and
said he was so intoxicated he may have blacked out shortly
after Spacey allegedly groped him, according to an audio
recording of the hearing obtained by The Boston Globe.
Unruh told reporters that her son didn’t report the assault
at the time because he was embarrassed and scared. Her
family decided to come forward after others went public
with allegations of sexual misconduct against Spacey and
other celebrities, she said.

Renton post office renamed to honor
Jimi Hendrix

Singer Jimmy Osmond suffers stroke
during UK pantomime performance

RENTON, Wash. (AP) — Music icon
Jimi Hendrix will now have a post office
near his Washington state hometown
named after him.
The Seattle Times reports last week a
bill was signed into law re-christening the
Renton Highlands Post Office the James
Marshall “Jimi” Hendrix Post Office in
the legendary guitarist’s honor.
The bill was sponsored by Rep. Adam
Smith of Bellevue and was supported by
the other members of the Washington

LONDON (Reuters) — U.S. pop singer
Jimmy Osmond, who performed the
chart-topping hit “Long-Haired Lover
from Liverpool” as a child in 1972, has
suffered a stroke and will take time
away from the stage, a spokesperson
for the singer said on Monday.
Osmond completed a performance
of the Peter Pan pantomime on Dec.
27 at the Birmingham Hippodrome
theater in central England before he
was driven to hospital and diagnosed

state delegation in the House as well as
both Washington U.S. senators, Patty
Murray and Maria Cantwell.
Before rising to international fame in
the late 1960s, Hendrix grew up in Seattle.
There’s no shortage of Hendrix tributes
scattered around his hometown — from
a statue to his namesake park.
The Renton post office is less than a
mile from the Jimi Hendrix Memorial in
the Greenwood Memorial Park cemetery,
where he is buried.

with a stroke, the representative said
in a statement on the theatre’s website.
Osmond, now 55, was the youngest
sibling in The Osmonds family troupe
and became the youngest person to
reach number one on Britain’s singles
charts with the release of “Long-Haired
Lover from Liverpool” when he was
aged nine.
“He is grateful for all the well wishes
and will be taking time out in the new
year,” the spokesperson said.

